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A
t this time of year I wish the magazine was 500 
pages long. There’s literally hundreds of modifi ed 
cars out there that deserve a feature and we just 
don’t have room to fi t them all in.

With every big show that passes, which let’s face it is 
every weekend at the moment, comes a torrent of feature 
cars. And this has become even more apparent recently 
because TRAX is only a few weeks away (19th of July) and 
we’re hosting the Car Culture Collection again! 

This means we’ve been searching out the best 100 cars 
in the UK for the display, and every single one of them is 
feature worthy. It’s a recurring nightmare for me, but one 
I’m more than happy to have, because it means the scene 
is booming. It really is.

It’s also good news for you, because I can guarantee you 
that the next few issues will be packed with some of the 
best modifi ed metal we’ve seen in years! Good times, dear 
reader, good times indeed.

But for now, you can enjoy the gorgeous plethora of 
modifi ed metal in this magazine, including a bonus section 
on Wagons! 

Big Love,
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“After reading the Estate Agents feature on 
page 82, I really fancy a Signum 2.8 turbo.” 

“After reading Estate Agents, I really fancy a Merc 
C63 AMG. Can anyone lend me a tenner?” 

“Pffft, it’s all about the Volvo 240 – they take me 
back to my thirties! They were the days.” 

“My favourite wagon is the A6 Avant, I’m 
seriously thinking about buying one.” 
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truck driver, IMIAL Level 2 Mechanic, built 
12 feature cars, fi ve cover cars, fi ve rally 
cars and has a degree in pottery.
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Exclusivity doesn’t come cheap and the wheels on 
this juiced Mk7 are about as exclusive as they get.
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that counts! And she’s not wrong when it comes to 
this sexy Audi! 
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Front End News, views, rants and
random shenanigans from
the world of car culture

W
e all have our favourite
websites. I was busy
browsing mine the
other day and soon
found myself super-

excited at the prospect of meeting up
with a rather tasty new model (yeah, the
adverts on PornHub will do that to you
- Midge). I am, of course talking about
the Civic Type R Owners forum who had
announced a joint meet with Honda UK
and Evo Magazine (who? – Jules) to
showcase the brand-spanking-new
Civic Type R. Obviously I didn’t have to
be invited twice to Honda’s shiny UK
HQ… or at all for that matter.

Now, I’m sure you’ve all seen the press
pics of this 300bhp screamer but there
was no way I was missing out of seeing
one of the very first in the metal. It also
gave me a chance to catch up with a few
of my fellow Honda-loving buddies and
chat about such things as particle
physics, WWII Russian military vehicles
and VTECs kicking in (yo).

As you can see there was a great
collection of CTROC members cars and
even a few former FC feature cars

including Tim Desmond’s freshly
re-worked 500bhp big-turbo FN2. We
were also treated to TDi North’s Time
Attack-winning Mugen FN2 along with
Rob Mitchell’s stunning kitted CRZ.

In fact, what with all the very finest
Hondas that turned up, everything from
Integra DC5s, 4-door FD2s and even the
odd NSX, it’s fair to say the new FK Type
R was in good company.

As for what you need to know about
the new one, well, this particular hatch
is nothing short of a masterpiece. The
aero, which Honda insists is only there
to keep it stable at 160mph, is far from
sedate, which we like, lots. Then there’s
the blown VTEC lump, a variant of the
K20, that kicks out silly horsepower. This
one is easily pushing the boundaries of
what is usable power in a FWD motor -
and to think in the 80s they said 150bhp
was more than enough.

As always with Honda there’s some
sharp thinking and even shaper
engineering to keep it all in check.
Including a trick mechanical LSD and
new-fangled chassis set-up that cuts
torque steer by a whopping 55-percent.

Honda HQ UK
Meet of the Month Words By Initial G 

(translated by Midge)
Forum:  Civic Type R Owners
Whats it about:  Everything 

Type R related
Web: www.civictype-r.co.uk

It’s even got a uber complicated name 
that I can’t remember - it sounded like 
something you’d hear Coulthard and Co 
discuss at in an F1 pit lane.

Anyway, this new car is bound to be 
pretty hairy-chested, they recently 
tested a slightly less powerful version 
on road tyres at the Nürburgring and it 
did a lap in 7:50 – that’s what’s 
scientifi cally known as fookin’ ballistic! 
Is it so good that any kind of aftermarket 
tweaking will be pointless? Not! I’m sure 
we’ll soon fi nd something to fettle…

Honda’s latest hotter than 
hot Type R, a touch over 
300bhp and wings aplenty
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JDM Import’s super-
quick FD2 Type R

Rob’s Mugen kitted CR-Z

A not so ‘common’ blue DC5

Volk rims with 
Spoon stoppers, 
so JDM it hurts

Supercharged EP

Desmond’s FN2 is 
packing around 500bhp
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Oh yes, anyone who’s shown their car will 
have come across one of these little 
creatures, they would be prime 
candidates for keyboard warriors but 
can’t afford a computer and wouldn’t have 
the brainpower to work one if they did. So 
instead they prowl shows fuelled by 
jealousy and bitterness.

They will look around your car, 
prodding and touching it until they can 
fi nd the smallest of blemishes, and then 
they’ll turn to their mates with some kind 
of sarcastic comment unaware that the 
owners is probably in earshot! Even if 
they are presented with a fl awless car, 
they’ll still fi nd something to criticise, like 
its colour. What absolute arseholes these 
people are.

Their critique doesn’t stop at cars 
though, oh no, if they are watching some 
track action they suddenly become a 
motorsport expert, throwing in words like 
apex and entry speed to show-off their 
‘knowledge’ to anyone willing to listen, but 
in reality they wouldn’t have a bloody 
clue what an apex is, let alone hit one!

We do have the last laugh though, 
because what do these people drive? Well, 
you’d expect them to own something 
quite special, but no, they don’t even own 
a car and got a lift to the show in their 
mate’s Proton Saga! Yeah, nice one you 
knob head! Everyone is entitled to an 
opinion but if it’s a negative one, the best 
thing to do, is keep it to yourself!

The Angry Man

“WE’RE BANG IN THE 
MIDDLE OF SHOW 

SEASON AND THIS IS 
GREAT, APART FROM THAT 
ONE THING… THE CAR 

CRITIQUE!”

Disclaimer: The opinions 
expressed herein are not 
necessarily those of Fast 
Car or the publisher. So 
fuck you ;-)

Back in 2004 Renault invited us on the
launch of the Clio 182 in Majorca (or at
least I think it was Majorca, it could
have been any of the Balearic Islands
– Jules) and I remember thinking at the
time; I’d love to have one of these. It was
a great car, quick, well-balanced, great
fun and to top it off the interior was
plush (especially in the later released
Trophy) – not something you would
have associated with a French hatch of
a decade ago! The problem was, at the
time I didn’t have a spare 13-odd-grand
hanging about to buy one, so I knew it
would be a waiting game until the
prices dropped. Fast-forward to today
and those prices have dropped… a lot!

There aren’t many cars out there that
can boast the kind of grin-for-grand
ratio as the 182, they are great as daily
drivers and brilliant fun on track, in
fact they are so cheap now that it is
quite feasible to run one as dedicated
weekend track toy.
Modifications are readily available from
the likes of K-Tec Racing who do a
number of performance packages to
tweak the driveability and power of the
2.0-litre lump. Our top tip is to buy a car
that has had the-all-important cambelt
change, as this is an expensive job on
the RenaultSport engine! Apart from
that look for the common stuff and go
and have some fun!

APPRECIATING DEPRECIATION

CLIO 182 
NEW £13,200
NOW £1500
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195/50/15 £30.78
205/45/17 £66.00
225/40/18 £60.19

FALKEN
ZE914

TOYO
PROXES R888

FALKEN
FK453

YOKOHAMA
AD08R ADVAN NEOVA

YOKOHAMA
ADVAN SPORT 195/50/15 £42.55

205/40/17 £66.15
225/40/18 £79.29

PROXES T1R PARADA Spec-2ROAD LEGAL TRACK DAY TYRES

Yokohama Parada Spec 2Toyo T-1R

Lines
£74.95
£74.95
£74.95
£74.95
£74.95
£76.75

£114.95
£74.95
£74.95
£79.80
£74.95

£114.95
-

£74.95

Goodridge

Remap
£365.00
£365.00
£320.00
£365.00
£320.00
£229.00
£320.00
£320.00

-

Audi S3 8P £1 .
Ford Focus ST225 £181.44
Ford Focus RS 08 -on £211.20
Honda Civic Type R EP3 £170.88

Huge range of lowering springs available.
Visit demon-tweeks.co.uk for the best prices.

Panel Panel
Filter Filter

£45.59 £61.20
£33.59 £72.00
£39.59 -
£46.79 £76.80
£47.99 £63.60
£40.78 £58.10
£39.58 £55.20
£47.99 £55.20
£46.79 £58.58
£41.99 £55.20
£47.99 £48.00
£39.59 -
£45.59 £61.20

ITG

WE HAVE
THE LOT!

PERFORMANCE

WHEELS AND TYRES I SUSPENSION I BRAKES I FILTERS I TUNING I BUSHES
All prices quoted are from and inclusive of VAT

FINANCE
AVAILABLE

NOW

FULL
RANGE
ONLINE

All major credit cards accepted and Paypal transactions. Cheques, postal orders or bankdrafts made payable to DemonTweeks. Goods despatched on express carrier service £8.70 or economy carrier service £7.50

PICK YOURS
UP NOW!

Follow us

MEDIA CODE:NZ145A

75 Ash Road South,Wrexham Industrial Estate,Wrexham, North Wales, LL13 9UG

www.demon-tweeks.co.uk 0844 375 4401 0844 375 4402
Low rate call. Lines manned 8.30am - 5.30pm,Monday - Saturday

SALES ORDER LINE: WHEELS TYRES AND EXHAUSTS:

Largest specialist high performance tyre stockist in the UK

Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System

from £83.00

N
EW

Wheels and Tyres BushesKlutch
SL1

15”& 16”

3SDM
0.06

18”, 19”

ST9
STUTTGART
18”& 19”

ROTA
Grid Drift

16”, 17”,18”, 19”

TEAM
DYNAMICS
Pro Race 1.2
13”, 14”, 15”,
16”, 17”, 18”

Full range of
Powerflex front,
rear and engine
kits now available.

Brakes

Tu
ni
ng

Samco Hoses

from £180.20

Revo Superchips

FREE
CLIP KIT WITH
SAMCO HOSE

KITS

10% OFF
SCORPION, JETEX,

MILLTEK

17% OFF
PIPER

UP TO

N
EW

NEW
LOWER PRICES
GO ONLINE
FOR DETAILS

38% OFF
UP TO

17% OFF
PIPER

UP TO

F

F
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HOT RIDE: FIESTA ZETEC S WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY STEVE MCCANN
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WHEELS 
OF 

FORTUNE
FINDING UNIQUE RIMS THESE DAYS 
AINT EASY. SO STEPHEN CHAMBERS 
CAME UP WITH THE IDEAL PLAN FOR 

HIS FINE FIESTA… 
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HOT RIDE: FIESTA ZETEC S

W
heels, wheels, wheels. 
They really can make or 
break a car. Even if you 
have perfect bodywork, 
a slick engine bay and 

cool interior, choose the wrong rims and 
you will be ridiculed. 

Stephen Chambers faced this dilemma 
and struggled massively to fi nd the ideal 
match for his Fiesta. He tried countless 
wheels, but none were quite hitting the spot. 
“I’ve had XXR, Pug 3008, Rotiform BLQ, 
Mam MT1, 0.05 3SDM,” he says. “But too 
many other people had them. I wanted to 
break away from the crowd. Then I looked 

at the Watercooled options and fancied 
MD1s, but they only came in 19 inches 
and above, whereas I needed 17s.” 

It left only one option for Stephen. Have 
them custom built! He knew this was a tall 
order, but the only way to ensure his rims 
would be unique. So he called upon 
Watercooled to make things happen. 

The process was far from easy and took 
a whole 14 months, but they eventually 
came up with the goods providing 17in 
of polished three-piece awesomeness. 

As Stephen is based in Northern Ireland 
there was only one man for the job of 
lowering the body onto the shiny new rims 

The mark of genius

– the master of stance himself, John Peden. 
As usual, Mr P did a perfect job, making 
all the necessary tweaks under the body 
as well as rolling and fl aring the arches to 
ensure the Rayvern Hydro kit slammed the 
Fiesta fi rmly to the fl oor. 

Elsewhere, Stephen felt the full standard 
Zetec S bodykit was the ideal base to work 
from. He transformed the front with some 
smoothing, a Triple R splitter and some 
clever gloss black paintwork, giving it an RS 
look. Triple R splitters also live on the side 
skirts and other small touches like the 
fl y-eye wrapped lights, wind defl ectors and 
tints bring it all together pleasantly. 



If you want true individual wheels you have to go custom. It took a small fortune and 14 
months but they do look awesome!

Radical rims… 

STEPHEN CHAMBERS
Well, what should we know about 
you Stephen? 

“I’m 23, come from Ballymoney in 
Northern Ireland and I’m a service 
advisor at BMW MINI.”

Okay, so why a Fiesta and not a 
MINI or BMW then?  

“I have my BMW as a daily and I just 
liked the basic design of the Mk7 
Zetec S with the kit as standard. 
As far as I knew there wasn’t 
another on Hydros either.’

So why did the wheels take so long 
to arrive?

“It was a hard job, made worse 
when one went missing thanks to 
a courier! It meant I had three sitting 
for some time while they made a 
replacement rim.”

Now the Fiesta is fi nished, any 
more projects on the go?

“Not yet, but I have decided to sell 
the Fiesta, so if anyone is interested 
they can give me a shout on 
Facebook or Instagram.”
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’Ello gorgeous! 

‘C’mon man, put some 
effort in!”



Class cabin… 
Too many neglect their interiors when 
it comes to modifying, but Stephen has 
shown how it should be done with a total 
transformation…
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HOT RIDE: FIESTA ZETEC S

Oooh, seats you sir!

Getting the inside story

Just as the wrong rims can let a car down, 
so can the interior. Many overlook this area 
when the exterior styling is complete, but 
not Stephen. After visiting Dubshed in 2014 
he was blown away by some of the cabins 
on show and decided he would follow suit.

Almost nothing has been left untouched 
inside. First you notice the big changes like 
the genuine Recaro CS seats and door 
cards trimmed in white leather. Then the 
black and white steering wheel, the dash, 
roof and pillars covered in lush black 
Alcantara. But, look closer and you’ll fi nd 
loads of dash, door and seat inserts hydro 
dipped in a carbon fi nish. 

In the rear Stephen reckons it’s more fun 
to have a huge 15in sub and make a show 
of the hydro kit instead of carrying 
passengers. Who can blame him? The 
Design RMC install is always going to look 
better than your ugly mates crammed in the 
back seat! In terms of tuning, the Fiesta has 
been kept stock as it’s for show only – 
Stephen has a 535D Beemer as a daily.

So what’s next? “Nothing. It’s fi nished!” 
he laughs. It’s not often we hear that, but 
Stephen has drawn a line. All that’s left for 
him to do now is enjoy the car, rolling up to 
shows without the fear of fi nding others 
running the same rims!
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TECH SPEC: ZETEC S
STYLING: 
Full Zetec S body kit with RS style front, Triple R front 
splitter, Triple R side skirt splitters, Fly Eye wrap on 
headlights and fogs, smoothed front grille, gloss 
black painted plastics and trims, Team Heko wind 
defl ectors, window tints, rolled and pulled arches.

CHASSIS: 
Rayvern hydraulic two-way suspension fi tted by John 
Peden from Peden Conceptz; 8x17-inch Watercooled 
IND MD1 three-piece forged alloy wheels (only 17in 
set in existence); standard brakes.

INTERIOR: 
Roof, dash and pillars trimmed in black Alcantara with 
white stitched accents; hydro-dipped interior plastics 
in carbon fi bre by 3D Dip; custom mounted genuine 
Recaro Sportster CS seats fi nished in white leather; 
custom trimmed doorcards in white leather and 
Alcantara (all trimming by Arek Car Design); custom 
switches for hydraulic suspension; custom boot build 
by Design RMC with 15in 3,000watt VIBE Space sub 
and matching amp hidden bellow passenger seat; 
rear seat removed. 

THANKS
Arek Car Design for upholstery; John Peden for the 
hydraulics; Ryan from Design RMC for the audio and 
boot build; Ryan from 3D-Dip for the carbon dipping; 
Adam McQuillan and the lads for help getting the 
car ready and the dash out; Paul at Auto Alloys; and 
fi nally, all my family and friends who helped keep 
me going when others told me I was spending too 
much on a Fiesta!

That there’s a 
top-notch mod job





The ULTIMATE Ford upgrade
takes centre stage.
Individually hand crafted fromselected advanced
alloys, ourNEWST system is engineered to race-spec
tolerances. Designed to allow freer gas flow, the system
is lighter, increases power AND smoothens dyno curves

for improved drivability.

Additionally the system rewards with that unmistakable

deep Scorpion soundtrack, and striking tail design.

The latest in a long line of legendary Ford exhaust

upgrades, this new release encompasses everything

we’ve learned over decades of Fordmotorsport success,

from XR to RS to ST; and everything in between.

When you connect to Red Power,
you’re putting in the performance
of a lifetime.

FIND YOUR NEAREST DEALER: WWW.SCORPION-EXHAUSTS.COM

STAYCONNECTEDTOREDPOWER.

// FOCUS ST

GIVE YOUR RIGHT FOOT WHAT IT WANTS 
with a K&N® performance air intake system. It delivers more 
horsepower and acceleration—guaranteed—and installs
in about 90 minutes. Order online today and put more power 
right where you want it.

KNFILTERS.COM

PEDAL
DOWN.
PULSE
UP.

SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™



WANT A QUALITY DAILY DRIVER PAD?
Try the new Ul�max 2 premium replacement pad.
✓ The world’s first and only true ECO friendly pad
✓ Great brake feel for everyday driving and
✓ A new lower price point

FOUR GREAT DISC CHOICES
GD series slo�ed and dimpled (black) for fast
street, USR fine slo�ed (black) or new high
carbon BSD series BLADE discs (silver) for
fastest street and track day use. For daily
driver cars the EBC premium OE replacement
discs are a great choice with a superb price
point and great value for money.

BRAKE PADS  Choose from grippy Greenstuff for spirited use on lighter
hot hatches, Redstuff for fast street on medium weight cars, Yellowstuff
for all out grip and track use on lighter cars or Bluestuff for the ul�mate
street and trackday pad that has set the Impreza and EVO community
buzzing. Latest compound is the Orangestuff full race grade pads.

For Tickets & Info Call O1234 782828 . www�ultimatestreetcar�com

U IM TE CARU TIIIMMMMAAAAATTTTTEEEEEE EEEET

Advance ticket prices available until Fri 24th July – standard price thereafter. Kids under 13 go free (3 per paying adult). See website for full terms & conditions on entry. Camping included for ‘multi-day’ ticket holders,
free parking with all tickets. No pets, glass bottles or unlicensed vehicles on site. Santa Pod Raceway, Airfield Rd, Podington, Wellingborough, Northants, NN29 7XA. Jct 14 & 15, M1. Tel 01234 782828

Including... FWD& JapDrag Series RunWhat Ya Brung SoundOff Competition
FlameOut & BurnOut Competition Autoglym Show& Shine Jet Car Fun Fair
Mr&Miss USC Competition TradeVillage Weekend Camping inc. Club Pitches

Legendary Music Line Up including:

*Bo
oki

ng
Fee

app
lies

Track Open
All 3 Days£20Track

Fee For 4 Runs
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EUROPE’S BIGGEST JAPANESE CAR SHOW JUST GOT BIGGER!

WORDS SLIM JULES PHOTOGRAPHY SLIM JULES, LOONY, & PAWEL BOROWSKI

Warning: Smoking is 
dangerous, but lots of fun

Japfest
W

e’re good buddies with the 
guys at Japfest and they tell 
us they’ve just fi nished 
counting the ticket stubs 

from this year’s event and can confi rm 
it was a record-breaking year for 
attendance. And we believe them – it was 
god-damn rammed!

If you’re a Japfest regular you’ll already 
know why it’s such an amazing event. 
If you’re not, we’ll explain now… 

Since the launch of the show in 2005 it 
has always been based around Japanese 
club car enthusiasts. It’s one of those 

shows where you’ll fi nd the rocking-
horse-pooh rare mixed in with the popular. 
You’ll see everything from Daihatsu 
Charade GTTis to a Toyota Crown 
rubbing shoulders with a Honda NSX 
Type R. It really is an enthusiast’s show. 
But there’s so much more to the event 
too, with the track action, Drift Kings 
competition and massive trade areas. 

Mix all that in with the relaxed vibes, 
awesome Castle Combe track and, this 
year, scorching weather, and you’ve got 
one hell of a show on your hands. We love 
it! Roll the pictures…



SHOW: JAPFEST 2015
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FAST CAR STAND
We might be slightly biased but we reckon the FC stand was the place to see the best 
metal of the show. Here’s what we had on display…

DAVID HIGSON’S MAZDA 3 MPS
There aren’t many 4WD, 600bhp Mazda 3s in the world. 
In fact we’re pretty sure this is the only one in Europe and 
it was on our stand!

STEVIE BRUTON’S S14
This S14 was featured in Fast Car a couple of issues 
ago because of its unique mix of show and go styles. 
Slammed on air-ride suspension over some custom 
painted Work Rezax wheels, this 300bhp S14 still isn’t 
afraid to go sideways. 

LOONY’S VTI
Mark worked hard over the winter on his hydraulic suspension-equipped EK 
Civic and has forked out on a new set of iconic Work Meister S1 rims. This thing 
gave us the horn all day. Not least because Mark has wired in a train’s air horn, 
just for giggles.

WILLUM LONG’S 260Z
We love a retro Jap car on FC and one of 
our favourites is this Zealou5 tuned 260Z! 
Everyone wanted Willum’s 260Z on their 
stands, but he stayed loyal and parked it up 
on ours. And it drew the crowds in all day!
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JULIEN FISHER’S WRX
This is without doubt one of the coolest Scoobies in the country 
and it really took the show season by storm in 2014. To freshen 
things up in 2015, Julien ordered himself a new set of killer rims, 
which you can read about above. What a car!

WHEELY GOOD
Although Wheels Of The Show went to the 
worthy Work CR01 rims bolted to Alex Carter’s 
EK Civic, our rims of the show were the 9.5x18 
Schmidt VN Lines (ET-33 front and -23 rear) 
bolted to Julien Fisher’s Scooby.

Julien was determined to run a set of unique 
wheels on his Hawkeye and with a 5x100 PCD 
these 9.5J Schmidts were them! That’s not 
where this story ends though. 

Julien could only find three of these wheels  
so he completed the set by getting B-star to 
CNC machine a matching rear wheel from a 
solid piece of billet aluminium. That’s why he’s 
only painted three wheels in 02C blue and clear 
lacquered the CNC machined wheel to show-off 
the workmanship and man hours that went into 
making it. 

If you fancy a custom set of wheels made up 
check out www.b-star.co.uk.

BOBBY’S SKYLINE GT-R
This is the ride of Zealou5 head honcho, Bobby Proctor, and what  
a fitting car it is to showcase what Zealou5 is all about. We’re not 
exactly sure how many horses live in the RB26, but we’d bet there’s 
nearly 600 of them. What a machine!

TOM SHAW’S MX-5
Tom and his awesome MX-5 had a much better show this year,  
not least because an AA van didn’t reverse into him in the queue! 
Since then Tom has been through more wheel changes than Lewis 
Hamilton, and we think he’s nailed it with these Japan Racing JR-14s.

KARL GREEN’S EP CIVIC
We’re going to be featuring this epic EP really soon as we just love  
the flip painted wheels and engine bay. Not to mention the way it sits 
when fully aired out. Stunning!

ADRIAN WAGSTAFF’S EG CIVIC 
Even though this Civic has one of the cleanest bays you’ll see, it’s  
not all show. It’s rocking a K24 Frankenstein engine, which is similar  
to Initial G’s but with a lot more gold. This means that this lightweight 
EG has over 250bhp of N/A power behind the wheels.



WHEELS OF THE SHOW
Picking the winner of this coveted award was down to the lads at Wheel Whores 
and they plumped for the 9x15-inch, ET-12 Work Meister CR01s bolted to Alex 
Carter’s EK Civic. And what a fi ne choice it was too! On a side note, Alex’s Civic 
is static! Unbelievable Jeff.

DRIFT KING
“I’ll be honest: the quality of the drifting was top 

notch.” These were the words of Jeremy Clarkson 
when he watched the drifting at Japfest in 2014. And 
he wouldn’t have been disappointed with this year’s 

Drift Kings competition either, as we reckon it was 
better than last year with the dry tarmac allowing 

Castle Combe to be fi lled with tyre smoke. Ben 
Mellish piloted his S14 to third place, while just 

missing out on the £1,000 prize was Luke Woodham, 
also in an S14. But with an entry speed of 117mph 

Chris Smith from Team Driftworks was crowned the 
Toyo Tyres Drift King Champion! Nice one Chris. 

Don’t spend all the money on tyres.

SHOW: JAPFEST 2015
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Wheely worthy winners

Winner, winner, 
chicken dinner



SHOW AND SHINE
Now this was a close call. We know 
this because we had to judge it! 
There were some lovely prepped 
cars in the competition, but in the 
end it was a toss up between Shara 
Harrison’s mint Roger Clark-styled 
Scooby and Jonathan Wheat’s 
blown GT86, who were ironically 
parked next to each other. In the 
end we went with the GT86 as its 
Gucci spec list and immaculate 
condition drew the crowds all day!
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Broom, broom



From RX-4s to RX-8s 

Driftarooooo

“This would benefi t from a K24 
conversion and some stage 

two drop-in cams”
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SHOW: JAPFEST 2015

BEST CLUB STAND
Adrian Flux had a really tough time choosing the winner 
of the Best Club Stand as there were hundreds to 
choose from. But they went with the guys and girls 
of Combustion Punks, who’ll receive £500 off next 
year’s Japfest booking. Double winners!

MISSED OUT?
Don’t worry, you don’t have to wait 
until May 2016 for the next Japfest. 

Japfest 2 is only weeks away! 
After a few years at Donington 

Circuit Japfest 2 is making a return 
to its home at Rockingham Motor 
Speedway on the 16th of August! 

Don’t be disappointed twice. 
Book your tickets here:

www.japfest2.co.uk
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HOT RIDE: AUDI A3 WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY DAVY LEWIS

GRAND DESIGNS
WITH A STUNNING LAMBO-INSPIRED 

INTERIOR AND SOME SERIOUSLY 
SWEET DETAILS, THIS AIRED-OUT A3  

IS BANG ON THE MONEY
N

ot so long ago, if you’d told 
someone you planned to fit 
Lamborghini seats in an Audi 
A3, they’d have called you a 
mentalist and thrown Jaffa 

Cakes at you. Probably. Supercar seats in  
a humble hatchback? The stuff of madmen! 

But how times have changed. In fact,  
the Dub scene has been a hotbed of fresh 
ideas, high-end upgrades and of course  
the birth of OEMplus. Ever since the first 
pioneer chucked a set of Porsche rims on 
his Mk1 Golf GTi, the Dub crew has been 
trying to outdo each other. From Bentley 
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HOT RIDE: AUDI A3
Smoother than 

a smoothie

What a shapely behind

wheels, to Porsche brakes, people have 
found many inspired ways to add a bit of 
posh to their everyday rides. In Matt 
Wisbey’s case, it’s a brace of seats from 
a Lambo Gallardo. And they look the tits!

In fact, I’d go further and suggest these 
are the fi nest arse perches I’ve seen in any 
FC feature car, ever (and bear in mind I’ve 
been doing this shizzle since the year 2000). 
There’s something so right about these lime 
green-trimmed seats, and you know what’s 
even better? They went in with no hassle at 
all. Lambo are part of the ever growing VAG 
stable, so it’s a cornucopia of mix and 
match fun. If you can afford it, of course.

So how did our Matt come by these epic 
thrones? “I actually had to buy a whole car 

to get them,” he confesses. What – you 
bought a Lambo just for the seats? “No, 
of course not!” laughs Matt. “They were in 
a Mk4 Golf. I bought that then decided to 
sell the bits off it, but keep the seats for my 
project.” Aha, now it makes sense. Thing 
is, the seats stayed in his spare room for 
the next year or so as he didn’t have a 
project (we bet the missus was well chuffed 
with that). But then he spotted the ideal car 
in the very pages of FC. 

“I bought the A3 off the guy who originally 
built it, Jason Allen,” comments Matt. 
“I had it for a few months, but then my 
circumstances changed. So I sold it 
to a mate.” His mate duly began modding 
the Audi hatch – right up until Matt bought 
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it back off him! This time, however, he 
wasn’t about to let it go. 

Although a lot of the work had already 
been done, Matt wanted to take the A3 to 
the next level and having got some cash 
together, he sent the Lambo seats off to  
be retrimmed. “They fitted straight onto 
Recaro CS sub frames and went in no 
problem,” he says. 

The rest of the interior is pretty special. 
Everything has been smothered in leather 
or Alcantara. Seriously, inside it’s like an 
explosion of the fancy soft-touch fabric. 
There’s a TT RS flat-bottom steering wheel, 
RS5 gearknob, LED lighting – even an 
Alcantara headlining. It looks and smells 
dead posh. 

Tucked behind the Italian super car seats 
is an install from audio daddies, VIBE. It’s 
packing serious power and has all been 
custom built to match the car’s OE quality. 
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HOT RIDE: AUDI A3 TECH SPEC: A3 1.6 TDI
STYLING: 
S3 front and rear bumpers and side skirts; S3 
lights front and rear; RS3-style front grille in gloss 
black with numberplate delete; side repeaters 
deleted;de-badged, shortened plate recess on 
tailgate; painted custom grey.    

CHASSIS: 
Air Lift Performance w-level air-ride kit; AccuAir 
management; Cast13 RB1 wheels 8.5 and 9.5x19in 
with 215/35 and 225/35 Nankang tyres; Tarox 
6-pots brakes; uprated rear discs. 

TUNING
1.6 TDI; DSG remapped; air fi lter; painted engine 
bay; R8 fl uid caps.

INTERIOR: 
Lamborghini Gallardo Superleggera seats in lime 
green leather; Audi TT RS fl at-bottom steering wheel; 
RS5 gearknob; gear gaiter, doorcards, headlining and 
dash trimmed in Alcantara; iPad built into dash; VIBE 
install in rear, VIBE sub, 2x amps; LED lighting.

THANKS: 
Car Audio Services; Plush Automotive; Refl ex; 
Cast13; Michael Hatcher; Tom Hall; Tom Johnson; 
Millie Appleby for putting up with me; detail by Dom.

We like ’em low

You’ll also fi nd the air-ride gubbins shown 
off – it’s a full Air Lift kit with AccuAir 
management and it’s ace. But there’s more 
to this sweet A3 8P than a posh interior. 

Outside you’ll fi nd a custom grey paint 
job which is based on an OE Audi colour. 
The front end has a proper angry sneer 
to it, thanks to the RS-style gloss black 
honeycomb grille. It looks much better 
without a numberplate, too. 

Look closer and you’ll notice the bumpers 
and skirts are from an S3, and the badges 
and side repeaters have been binned. 
With S3 lights front and rear and a 
shortened plate recess on the tailgate, 
it’s fair to say this A3 has nailed the styling. 
Stealthy and subtle. Sweet. 

With the German whip dropped on its 
Teutonic arse, the rims sit rather nicely in 

the arches. Matt has been through a fair 
few tasty sets of rims, but for the day of 
the FC shoot the A3 was wearing a fi ne 
set of Cast 13 RB1s. The sublime stance 
is achieved with an ET45 front and ET35 
rear with 8.5 and 9.5x19in respectively. 
215 and 225/35 stretched Nankangs 
join the party. 

It’s clear this car means a lot to Matt. 
I mean, he sold it and bought it back. That 
says a lot. It’s also won him a stack of 
silverware, from Best Interior at Players 
14, and awards at Ultimate Dubs, E38 
and many more. But you know what? He 
didn’t do it to win stuff. He did it ’cos he 
loves it and it’s cool hanging out with like 
minded people. And for me, that’s what 
it’s all about. Good mates, a few beers 
and doing car stuff. 



GIVE YOUR RIGHT FOOT WHAT IT WANTS 
with a K&N® performance air intake system. It delivers more 
horsepower and acceleration—guaranteed—and installs
in about 90 minutes. Order online today and put more power 
right where you want it.

KNFILTERS.COM

PEDAL
DOWN.
PULSE
UP.

SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™

For Tickets & Info Call O1234 782828 . www�ultimatestreetcar�com

U IM E CARU TIIIMMMMAAAAATTTTTEEEEEE EEEET

Advance ticket prices available until Fri 24th July – standard price thereafter. Kids under 13 go free (3 per paying adult). See website for full terms & conditions on entry. Camping included for ‘multi-day’ ticket holders,
free parking with all tickets. No pets, glass bottles or unlicensed vehicles on site. Santa Pod Raceway, Airfield Rd, Podington, Wellingborough, Northants, NN29 7XA. Jct 14 & 15, M1. Tel 01234 782828

Including... FWD& JapDrag Series RunWhat Ya Brung SoundOff Competition
FlameOut & BurnOut Competition Autoglym Show& Shine Jet Car Fun Fair
Mr&Miss USC Competition TradeVillage Weekend Camping inc. Club Pitches

Legendary Music Line Up including:

*Bo
oki

ng
Fee

app
lies

Track Open
All 3 Days£20Track

Fee For 4 Runs
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HOT RIDE: PORSCHE PANAMERA WORDS MIDGE PHOTOGRAPHY KEVVE.BE
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PORK CHOPPED
THIS FULL-FAT, FOUR-DOOR PORKER HAS BEEN CUT UP AND DUMPED  

TO PERFECTION. IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE…
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HOT RIDE: PORSCHE PANAMERA

A
part from the almighty pound note 
and a penchant for a pint of Stella 
with no silly head, what makes 
the British different to the rest of 
Europe is that there’s very little 

pride in the national car brands. 
Now don’t get me wrong – it’s a good thing. 

Only the extremely well off can afford an Aston 
or Jag and 4x4s are for footballers and 
Chelsea socialites. So if us normal people had 
to stick with the traditional British beef we’d 
all still be tooling around in Rover 400s and 
MG Maestros. In that case even I’d have to 
consider buying a Triumph motorbike. 

No, instead of keeping these national 
brands on the road the UK has taken a path 
of extreme diversity. Asian, European and 
even the odd Yank are common on our little 
island and that’s just the way we like it. No 
one’s gonna turn their nose up here if you 
drive a motor from another country, because 
not being able to choose decent home-grown 
cars means we now have even more choice 
than anyone else  – the world, you might 
say, is our lobster.  

Across the Channel, however, you can’t 
underestimate the power of national pride. 
If you’re lucky enough to travel across the 
Continent you can pretty much tell when 
you’ve crossed a border simply by the cars on 
the road. The whizzy little Citroëns in France 

give way to the BMW and Audi autobahn-
cruisers in ze Fatherland. Saabs and Volvos 
rule the roost in Scandinavia, SEATs down the 
bottom, Skodas to the east and everything 
from Fiats to Ferraris racing round the 
Coliseum blasting their horns and scaring the 
shit out of the tourists. It’s the same story with 
Nissans and Toyotas in Japan, or Fords and 
Chevys in the States. There always seems to 
be a national preference and, if you happen to 
manufacture half-decent motors, why not?

Now, many have said that Germany is the 
most nationalistic when it comes to cars, the 
only time you see a Renault drive through 
there is if it’s on French plates and trying to 
get home. And you can’t really blame ’em 
because the Germans make some of the best 
cars on the planet.  

Of course this does come with a major 
pitfall, not least for professional modifi ers who 
want to show off their company skills. 
Because looking unpatriotic is, quite frankly, 
bad for business. There’s also the added 
bonus that when choice is limited, most things 
have been done before, so trying to be 
different isn’t exactly the easiest of tasks 
either. And Marcus Prösch, Direktor of 
Dumped, is all about being different.

As you can probably guess Marcus and his 
fi rm specialise in slamming cars. It’s also pretty 
obvious that them chopping a Golf or even a Two smokin’ barrels

911 could be seen as a little too easy. Given 
that direct-fi t air-ride kits come off the shelf for 
those, my Nan could probably do that, and 
she’s not even German. So, when you’re a 
pro you really have to up your game, and 
Marcus has chosen to do just that with one 
of the most unusual German cars out there. 
The Porsche Panamera. 

Now admittedly there’s a few reasons why 
the big Porkers are a little unconventional on 
the sports car front and even more so in the 
modifi ed world. In all honesty, one of these 
in the pages of FC is so unusual that I can’t 
actually spell Panamera without looking it up. 
Or Porsche for that matter. 

For a start they come in at mega money. 
Then they have two more doors than you’d 



“I can’t even spell 
Panamera. Or Porsche 
for that matter”
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Wow... That’s... 
Oops. I just dribbled 

down my chin

Wheely wheely good
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HOT RIDE: PORSCHE PANAMERA

expect. They’re even available in both diesel 
and hybrid versions and, sadly, just the fact 
that they’re not a 911 seems to piss on their 
bonfire every time. It shouldn’t. The Panamera 
is a stunning bit of kit in its own right. But it 
just does. Fact of life.

So with that in mind you have to admire the 
balls of the guy, not just for taking this project 
on, but for building what has to be one of the 
craziest luxury motors we’ve ever seen. He’s 
embraced it, and he’s done something no one 
has done before – take the fattest of Porkers, 
and make it even fatter. 

It’s plain to see that, apart from the 
super-plush boot build, the emphasis is very 
much on how it looks on the outside. Let’s  
not forget that this is an uber-luxury car as 
standard. Trying to improve the interior would 
be as pointless as giving the Mona Lisa bigger 
knockers. Some might even call it distasteful.

There’s not too many worries on the 
performance front either. The 4.8-litre 
twin-turbo lump is already on the naughty side 
of 500bhp and will propel the big ol’ beast to 
60mph in 3.7-seconds and onto 188mph. 
Even when you’ve got no speed limits, that’s 
still pretty bloody tasty.  

The outside though is a radical shift from 
the factory spec. It can’t have been an easy 
job to finish but it must have been even harder 
to get started. I mean, would you have the 
bollocks to take a grinder to your Porsche? 

Happily the result is flawless. Those custom 
metal arches look so good it’s almost like it 
could have come out of the factory that way. 

Not an easy trick to pull off, especially in  
the clinical and thoroughly Germanic way  
it’s been done.

Speaking of Germanic precision and all that 
national pride stuff, notice that most of the key 
mods are German too. The air-ride system 
(specially customised by Dumped) comes 
from HP Drivetech. The car’s centrepiece, 
those crazy low-offset, 21-inch Messer rims, 
are as German as a bratwurst sarnie served in 
a beer stein. Shit, even the paint comes from 
the Audi colour chart – Marcus couldn’t be 
more patriotic if he had Chancellor Merkel 

tattooed on his arse! (And we have been 
unable to confirm this either way.)

What’s equally impressive, if unsurprising,  
is that Marcus and the rest of the boys had 
the whole job done in just a couple of months. 
It must have taken some serious graft and 
meticulous planning to accomplish, but then 
the Germans are not exactly known for 
messing about when it comes to work either. 
It’s just this sort of efficiency that Marcus 
promises to all his customers. Unfortunately 
for his crew, I guess it’s only the car that gets 
to spend all day sitting on its arse.



MARCUS PRÖSCH
Hi mate. What other projects have 
you had recently?

“I had an RS6 last year, I’ve had a 
Mk3 Golf too, some 911s, BMWs and 
quite a few other VWs and Audis.”

That fi gures. So, on another note 
why have you got two little dots 
over the O in your name?  

“That’s an umlaut. It’s so you 
pronounce it right.”

But it does make it a bugger to 
type on an English keyboard.

“So if I say my name a lot it makes 
it hard for you? Prösch, Prösch, 
Prösch, Prösch.”

Thanks! You Germans and your 
crazy sense of humour!

“Yes, apparently we’re known for it.”
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TECH SPEC: 4.8 TURBO
EXTERIOR: 
GPoint widebody conversion; carbon mirrors; splitter; 
vents and rear wing; black headlights; red rear lights; 
tinted windows; resprayed Audi Rivera blue. 

CHASSIS: 
11 and 12.5x21in forged Messer ME-10 wheels; 
Falken 452 255/30x21 (front) and 295/25x21 (rear) 
tyres; custom HP Drivetech suspension by Dumped;
AccuAir e-level management.    

INTERIOR: 
Custom Burmester sound system and custom 
air ride install. 

THANKS
Dumped (www.dumped.eu); David from Form and 
Function; Messer Wheels; AccuAir; and HP Drivetech.

Buttons. Who doesn’t 
love buttons?

The 4.8-litre twin-turbo is on 
the naughty side of 500bhp 





THE BIG ONECRAIL
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CRAIL RACEWAY KICKS-OFF THE 2015 SEASON  
WITH A CRACKER!

L
ast year this event was organised as a memorial for the Crail 
founder and our friend Willie Robertson who sadly passed 
away in 2013. The turnout was huge and a fantastic tribute 
to the man. It was decided then that the first main show  
of each year will be held in Willie’s honour, so we give you 

The Big One, the Willie Robertson Remembrance event. 
It was clear early on that this really was going to be a big one, as  

the cars were streaming in as soon as the gates opened. Club stands 
immediately began to fill the grass area just as BDC Drifter Louis 
‘Geldy’ Geldart opened the strip for action with an almighty burn-out 
that smoked so much his S14 Interceptor disappeared in fog for a few 
minutes. That set the tone for the rest of the day as the strip was a 

source of non-stop action. Crail really does throw up a mix on the 
quarter-mile as everything from drag, drift and race cars battled with 
the clock alongside American muscle, supercars, hot hatches, family 
saloons and retro metal. Yeah, anything goes here! 

Fights seemed just as fierce in the show ’n’ shine area, with a few 
trophies up for grabs as well as bragging rights of course. Some of  
the rides really were top notch. The drift oval was also busy all day and 
no wonder. It costs just £5 for the full day of unlimited sideways action. 
You can’t really beat that for value and grin factor!

Even though it was early in the year, the weather stayed dry, the 
atmosphere was buzzing and everyone had a blast. It was surely 
another day that Willie would have loved.

WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY STEVE MCCANN
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SHOWS: CRAIL

Bob’s class winning 
K-swapped EK Civic

The Pug 205, a rare 
beast these days
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The best of the best…
The awards were kept simple with the top 
show ’n’ shine trophy going to Sean Hogan 
for an immaculate Merc, closely followed 
by Allan Lewis and his faultless Focus 
RS. On the modifi ed side we had Ross 
McAlwee’s super smooth Corsa bagged on 
Porsche rims and Stefan Storrie who took 
Car of the Show for his stunning Mk2 Golf 
VR6. This  also sits on Porsche wheels as 
well as being bagged and caged. 

On track, Bob Barron won the FWD 
class, thanks to a tidy Civic with a K20 lump 
and Rotex supercharger. Meanwhile, the 
Northeast Audi team took the Best Club 
Stand and deservedly so with a fi ne display. 
This was their fi rst visit to Crail too, so not 
a bad introduction!

Winning

“Stefan Storrie took Car of the Show 
for his stunning Mk2 Golf VR6”
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SHOWS: CRAIL

We’re loving R111rcy’s 
blown Fiesta

Scooby Wagon gets the 
jump on the Type R

You gotta love a 
classic Scooby
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Nice one Grant!

Spirit of Crail
This award is a special one, only given out occasionally when a visitor to Crail shows 
that bit of extra commitment to the cause. Long time regular Grant Swan was the 
perfect choice as he’s been coming to the Raceway for years, even helping arrange 
some events in the very beginning. Not only that, he has a mighty quick Scooby that 
won two shoot-outs at Crail in 2014, including taking the Ultimate Scottish Street Car 
trophy, so he leads by example. Unfortunately for Grant, of the countless times he’s 
been to Crail, they picked the day he appeared with a sore face, following an accident, 
to give him the trophy. It wasn’t pretty for the photos, but he was overwhelmed with 
the award. Take a bow Grant, you deserve it!





fresh kit
NEW GEAR FROM THE BIG WIDE WORLD OF CAR CULTURE, GET SOME!

18
x108, 5x100, 
x112, 5x114.3, 

hite

x17, 8.5 and 
8.5 and 9.5x19
x108, 5x100, 
x112, 5x114.3, 

5x120, 5x130
Offsets: 30-45
Finishes: Silver, White

fresh kit
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Finally one of our, not to mention Mr 
Kenneth Block’s, favourite wheel brands 
has landed here in Europe and, the fact 
that we can at last get our mitts on some 
real American motorsport legends without 
the import tax, means we just couldn’t be 
more excited! 

That’s right, Fifteen52 UK is now offi cial 
and, as we speak, a shed-load of top-
quality rims are winging their way across 
the Atlantic ready to bolt on to a massive 
selection of rides.

Over the next few months the full range 
of Fifteen52 awesomeness will become 
available to us here in Blighty but happily 

they’ve chosen to kick off with two of the 
most famous wheels on the planet – the 
Tarmac and Turbomac. 

Being the pinnacle of motorsport design 
both these fi ve-spokers are undeniably 
business-like and ready to rumble in any 
combat situation. It’s also handy that they 
seem to come in just about every PCD 
possible, catering for everything from 
Peugeot to Porsche – particularly good 
news for the cars that tend to miss out on 
top wheels to German fi tments. And that 
goes double for all you Ford fans because, 
let’s face it, who doesn’t want their Fiesta to 
be sporting the same hoops as Ken Block’s 

rally car? These should come as standard!
In any case, both designs will land in a 

selection of sizes and in either silver or 
white so there should be something for 
everyone. Just don’t get too excited and 
start doing a gymkhana in the local ASDA 
carpark… we know the temptation will be 
almost overwhelming!   

Email: sales@fi fteen52wheels.co.uk
Web: www.fi fteen52.co.uk  

FIFTEEN52 UK TARMAC AND TURBOMAC WHEELS, FROM £225 (EACH)



fre
sh

 k
it
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RALLY ARMOR FIESTA
FLAPS, £139
If you’ve just seen the awesome Fifteen52 
wheels on the previous page and you’re now 
thinking of going all Ken Block on your Fiesta 
ST, maybe these will persuade you just a bit 
further. Brand new from Rally Armor, these 
ready-cut, competition-quality polyurethane 
mudfl aps certainly look stage-ready and 
require none of the chopping and messing 
about normally associated with the universal 
products out there. In fact, these even come 
with their very own laser-cut, stainless steel 
bracket kit making fi tting a doddle. You 
might love the gravel, but your paintwork 
doesn’t, so these could be a godsend.  
www.tarmacsportz.co.uk

MUC-OFF TYRE 
FOAM, £8 
This great new product 
from Muc-Off is designed 
to take all the effort out of 
cleaning your rubber and, 
being extremely lazy, we 
like the sound of that, a lot. 
Unlike traditional cleaners 
and dressings the idea here 
is simple, you just spray it 
on, let it foam up to remove 
grime and brake dust and, 
er, that’s about it. No 
agitating, no wiping, just 
super shiny tyres. Lovely.  
www.muc-off.com

NUKE PERFORMANCE FPR GAUGE, £35
Any proper tuner will tell you that setting up your fuel pressure 
correctly and keeping an eye on it over time can make the difference 
between big smiles, and picking up bits of your engine from all over the 
road. So, if you have to do it, why not do it in style with this little 
head-tuner - all the way from not-so-sunny Sweden?

We haven’t seen anything from Nuke Performance for a 
while and that’s because they only manufacture a very 
select few products. Of course, this does come with the 
added bonus that everything they do make is of quality 
so exceptional most others just can’t match it. 

This stainless-steel beauty follows the same Swedish 
tradition. Expertly crafted, super-accurate from 0-7 
BAR (0-100 PSI) and fi lled with liquid to make it shock 
and vibration proof! It should be suitable for just about 
any performance application.
www.nukeperformance.com

TPI BLUE TITANIUM RACE 
NUTS, £23 (PACK OF 4) 
If you’re looking to brighten up your 
hoops with a slice of plush-race-style 
goodness then look no further than 
these brand new, blue titanium nuts from 
TPI. Posh is the word, but posh with 
plenty of clever features like knurled 
ends for ease of fi tment (not to mention a 
splash of racing pedigree) and a special 
spinner seat for precise torque and to 
allow the nut to turn without scratching 
your wheels. Coming in with one of the 
hottest fi nishes we’ve ever seen, these 
are an absolute no-brainer. 
www.taperpro.co.uk



SILVERLINE BRAKE FLUID TESTER, £6
You don’t get much for 6-quid nowadays but with Silverline such a small 
amount could very well save your life. This easy-to-use brake fl uid tester 
is a simple bit of kit designed to tell you when your fl uid has absorbed 
too much moisture and could do with a change. 

The thing about brake fl uid is that it’s hygroscopic meaning it will 
suck water from the air over time. What with water being compressible 
(unlike the actual brake fl uid), it’s easy to see why you really don’t want it 
in your braking system. 

With it’s 3-colour LED display, you just dip this tool into the reservoir 
and it’ll quickly tell you if your fl uid is still up to scratch. Everyone should 
have one of these - it should be the law. 
www.silverlinetools.com 

TOOLBOX ESSENTIALS 
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GRIFFIN
WATCHSTAND, £25
As always it’s taken Griffi n all of 
3-seconds after the lunch of the 
latest Apple product to hit the 
accessories market with this – the 
WatchStand. Undeniably stylish and 
pretty self-explanatory it incorporates 
the essential magnetic charging dock 
and, of course, a space to charge 
your iPhone. 
Let’s face it, if you can afford to have 
an Apple Watch, then 25-quid is but a 
drop in the ocean. A must for all you 
gadget freaks. 
www.griffi ntechnology.com

FORGE TFSI PCV DELETE 
KIT, £79

The VAG TFSI has become one of the 
most popular engines out there for 

tuning and driving hard, so this 
lush-looking item from Forge 

Motorsport could be more essential 
than you think. Designed to blank out 

the stock PCV (positive crankcase 
ventilation) system, which commonly 

degrades over time, it simply and 
effectively diverts the breathing to the 

rear of the cam cover only. Isolating 
the cam cover from the inlet manifold 

in this way has the advantage of 
curing excessive inlet blow-by, which 

causes plumes of black exhaust 
smoke or a loss of boost. A right clever 
bit of engineering for under 80-nicker. 

www.forgemotorsport.co.uk 

HEATSHIELD LAVA WRAP,
FROM £22
When we heard this stuff was made from volcanoes we 
didn’t believe it either but, we’ve just double checked 
and that is very much the case - just how fookin’ 
bonkers is that? 

Composed of crushed volcanic rock, scientifi cally 
known as basalt fi bre, this stuff is 25-percent stronger 
than conventional exhaust wraps and will withstand a 
pretty damn toasty 650°C continuous heat and 1100°C of 
the intermittent variety. Keeping the heat inside the 
exhaust is a sure-fi re way of upping the fl ow and, as 
we all know, getting those hot gasses out faster 
ultimately increases power. What’s more this product 
can also cut your under-bonnet radiant temperatures 
in half, and that’s always good news for the longevity of 
the other stuff in your engine bay. 
www.opieoils.com 

KINGFAB KNOBS, FROM £24
What can be a better accompaniment to your 

super-spandangley custom Kingfab steering wheel 
than a matching shifter? Nothing, quite obviously. 

Yep, the makers of the craziest steering wheels this 
side of the Tokyo underground have just launched an 
extra special range of custom-made aluminium knobs 

in the same mentalist fi nishes, so now you can shift 
gears as well as go round corners like a king. Get a 

slice of sparkle in your life! 
www.kingfab.bigcartel.com
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Visit www.sealey.co.uk
OR download the FREE Sealey App today to view and

download all current promotions and the latest catalogue
on your Smart Phone or Tablet. Alternatively call us on

01284 757500.

PICK UP YOUR COPY TODAY

OUT NOW Find
Your  

Nearest
Sealey 

Stockist
Here

• Min./Max. Saddle
Height: 145/505mm.

• Chassis Length: 690mm.
• Steel framed 3tonne locking

positions; 325mm,
405mm & 470mm.

• Model No. 3000LJ
• List Price £189.95

3tonne Safety Lock
Trolley Jack

140bar Pressure Washer with TSS
& Rotablast Nozzle® 230V

FREE

• Model No. RCHELI
• List Price £29.95

REMOTE CONTROL 
HELICOPTER

FREE

• Model No. RCHELI
• List Price £29.95

REMOTE CONTROL
HELICOPTER

Safety System

Inc.
VAT

Exc.
VAT

Inc.
VAT

Exc.
VAT

£
Inc. 
VAT

Exc. 
VAT

SAVE 32%

Model 
No. Drive List

Price
Exc.
VAT

Inc.
VAT

SA630 1/4"Sq £73.95 £51.95 £62.34
SA631 3/8"Sq £73.95 £51.95 £62.34

Mini Air Ratchet  

• Double braid
polyurethane
hoses fitted
1/4”BSP fem
inlets and
1/4”BSPT ma
outlets.

• Model No.
SA812

• List Price £8

• One-man
operation.

• No special
reservoir caps
required.

• Uses regular
90psi
air supply.

• Model No.
VS020

• List Price
£39.95

1ltr Pneumatic Vacuum
Brake Bleeder

Inc.
VAT

Exc.
VAT

12mtr Retractable
Air Hose Reel

• Model No.  
PW2000

• List Price £229.95

• Model No. AK303
• List Price £139.95

45pc Professional
Tap & Die Set  

Split Dies  
Metric

• Package Model No.
APCOMBOBBTK58

• Total Package  
List Price £879.95

15 Drawer Topchest & Rollcab
Combination with Ball Bearing  
Runners & 147pc Tool Kit

ol.

• Model No. MS900PS
• List Price £109.95

Ø170mm 6-Speed Sander/Polisher 1300W

o

a a a

• For use with soluble
cleaning agents only.

• Min./Max. Working
Capacity: 7.5/16ltr.

• Overall Size:
250 x 660 x 460mm.

• Model No. SM222
• List Price £107.45

16ltr Mobile Parts
Cleaning Tank
with Brush

Inc. 
VAT

Exc. 
VAT

SAVE 28%

£
Inc. 
VAT

Exc. 
VAT

SAVE 43%

Inc. 
VAT

Exc. 
VAT

SAVE 36%

Inc. 
VAT

Exc. 
VAT

SAVE 18%

Promotion Valid From 1st June - 30th September 2015

• Model No. 
SAC5020E

• List Price 
£179.95

Direct Drive Compressor 2hp

£
Inc. 
VAT

Exc. 
VAT

SAVE 25%

Inc.
VAT

Inc.
VAT

Exc.
VAT

• Model No. AK692P
• List Price £119.95

45pc 3/8"Sq Drive Socket Set 
DuoMetric® Platinum Series

• Model No. S01075
• List Price £99.95

12pc Multi-Coloured 
Ratchet Combination 
Spanner Set  
Metric

NEW

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address:
Town:
County:                                              Postcode:
Email:                                                Mobile: 

Please send me a FREE copy of your latest printed catalogue and promotions                                                        Ref: FC/SUM15

SEALEY GROUP,
KEMPSON WAY, SUFFOLK BUSINESS PARK,
BURY ST EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK. IP32 7AR
TEL: 01284 757500
E-MAIL: sales@sealey.co.uk

We comply with the requirements of the data protection Act and may use these details to send you information about other promotions
from the Sealey Group. We may also share this information about you with third parties where we feel their services will be of interest to
you. If you do not wish for your details to be passed on to these third parties, please tick this box.
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WORDS BY MIDGE

How it does it… 
Fitting is pretty easy, this one comes with a pair of stereo RCA 
outputs that can be connected directly to your headunit’s AUX 
inputs. From then on there’s just 2 wires to hook up - an ignition 
(switch) power live and a ground (earth) lead.  
Pairing your device is even easier and, after you’ve done it once, 
the MBT-RX will automatically reconnect every time it’s turned 
on and in range. That’s a distinct lack of hassle right there!

No headunit? No problem
What’s really special is that the MBT-RX can be used as the sole audio source for your entire 
system - you needn’t have a conventional headunit at all. This one is small enough to be tucked away 
just about anywhere and will happily connect straight to an amplifier letting you use your mobile device 
to control essentials like playback and volume. 
It could be just the job for a retro car with no radio, or one where you want to keep the original cassette 
or 8-Track just for the looks. Then again you could be looking to lose your headunit for a wacky iPad 
dash install, extra engine gauges or maybe to run a set of speakers in a stripped-out race-style motor. I 
mean, where else are you gonna get that sort of flexibility for under 45-quid? 

What it does… 
Is it a conventional audio product? Is it an out-and-out gadget? 
Maybe it’s somewhere in between. What we know for sure 
though, is this tiny box of tricks is as clever as it is simple. For 
just under the measly sum of 45-quid it lets you stream your 
music, via Bluetooth (3.0), to just about any system out there, 
even one that doesn’t have a headunit in the first place.
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Where do you keep your music? I’m 
guessing the days of having it all bursting 
out of your glovebox are long gone. You see, 
in olden times we used to have tons of these 
shiny round discs littering our motors. They 
held up to 15 songs a piece and, if you were 
a bit posh, you might have spent a few quid 
on a 6, or maybe a 10, disc changer too. With 
up to 150 tunes at the touch of a button you 

could have quite rightly strutted round like 
Charlie Big Potatoes – but that was 10  
years ago. 

Yep, times have changed and all this 
seems a little redundant now because, 
although we all still have the odd CD 
knocking around, most of us keep our 
entire music collections on our phones. 
Thousands of songs, just a swipe away.

The problem is not everyone has a 
headunit that will stream downloads from a 
mobile device, and plugging one in with a 
3.5mm AUX jack-lead, well, that’s so last 
Tuesday right? Luckily, this is 21st Century 
and there is a better way young reader… 

JL Audio 
MBT-RX 
Bluetooth 
Receiver

PRICE: £44.99 

www.jlaudio.co.uk

Features
• A2DP Audio Streaming
• Auto-Reconnect
• 11m Range
• Tiny Footprint





Detailing Test
tested

TESTED BY MIDGE

THE PRODUCT
A dedicated wheel soap, as opposed to a more conventional spray, is a rare thing in the home detailing world. I’m not entirely sure why that’s the
case though. It’s true they’re usually seen as a hardcore specialist sort of item, but the
don’t see more. Still,Auto Finesse are big on the show scene so they know their mark
2015 line up.

The idea is to be tough when it comes to breaking down grime and brake dust but
polishing. It’s also designed to maintain the life of wheel sealants - something which

Application is as straight forward as falling off a freshly-oiled log. Just add some to
solution. It’s almost like a lubricant and designed specifically for lifting and sliding off
brush, agitate for a nice lather while you’re at it, and then rinse off. Hardly rocket scie
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Chances are the most expensive part of your 
project is siting on the four corners. In fact, 
after over a decade here at Fast Car I’m still 
amazed (and possibly a little aroused) every 
day by the glorious selection of hoops we see. I 
mean, just have a look at the feature cars in 
this issue, or the products pages, or our own 
Staff Projects section for that matter. Is there a 
few quid invested there or what? 

Now we all know that cleaning your rims on 
the regular, especially those ones with 
extra-special fi nishes, is the only way to keep 

them safe from brake dust corrosion and 
general grime. But we also know that choosing 
a cleaner for any aftermarket wheels can be 
something of a minefi eld – you wouldn’t chuck 
any old acidic cleaner over your paintwork now 
would you?

The solution is simple, a cleaner from a brand 
that knows the difference between run-of-the-
mill car washing and more in-depth detailing. 
Auto Finesse reckon that’s where they come in 
and this is the wheel cleaner you ought to 
choose. Let’s see if they’re right…  

My fi rst question was the most obvious - is it any more hassle to use than a spray? Well, 
although I thought it would be, the simple answer is no. With most spray cleaners, even the 
harsh acidic ones, you’ll still need to get in there and agitate with a brush to sort out the 
baked-on grime. With Revolution you’re using the brush to slap it on in the fi rst place, and 
fi lling up a bucket of water isn’t exactly a chore - you’ll be doing a lot more of that later to 
clean the rest of the car.  

There’s a few other products out there designed to be ‘gentle’ to special fi nishes but all 
too often this comes at the expense of cleaning power - there’s no such problem here, it 
cuts through all the crap fast. And that’s exactly what you want from a wheel cleaner. You 
don’t even need a pressure washer to take off all the residue - a quick rinse with a hose, or 
a clean bucket of water will do the job nicely. 

I reckon the best trick up its sleeve though, is sheer value for money. The thing with a 
conventional spray cleaner is that you seem to go though loads of it as you blast it all over 
your rims. With Revolution all it takes is 3 capfuls to get a nice big foamy bucketful, and 
that’ll do all four wheels. With 500ml of the stuff for a tenner, I’d say you’re looking at one of 
the best value wheel cleaners out there. 

In a nutshell: Supreme value, perfect for the specialist stuff.

Auto Finesse
Revolution Wheel Soap

Midge’s verdict:

PRICE: £9.99 (500ML)

www.autofi nesse.co.uk 
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Need a spot calliper? 
With most rear brake conversions, particularly on those cars that utilise a 
conventional cable system, a small secondary ‘spot caliper’ is necessary to 
lock up the disc for the handbrake. The modifications needed for fitting along 
with the calliper aren’t necessary cheap, and they’re not especially pretty 
either. The PB system is the only one where there’s no need for any secondary 
callipers, it all works through their aftermarket kits.  
Don’t worry if your car doesn’t run a new-fangled E-Handbrake, they have the 
only patented solution for cable handbrakes too.

Applications 
This electronic product is brand-spanking-new 
and, because of all the engineering and testing 
involved, applications are limited to Audi’s A5/S5, 
A4/S4 (B8) and A3/S3 (8V) platforms, BMW’s 5 
Series (F10, F11 and F18) and Z4 (E89), and every 
single Mk7 Golf. That said they’re developing 
several new applications which will be available 
before you know it too. Give ‘em a shout and see 
what they can do for you.

What it does
These electronic line locks have been developed as a direct replacement for the OEM part 
and require no modification for fitting – they simply slide onto the standard electronic 
handbrake motor. 
By sitting in-between the master cylinder and calliper, when you apply the handbrake it 
closes a valve forcing fluid into the calliper, causing the pistons to lock up the disc. Simple, 
effective and, unlike hydraulic handbrakes, totally road legal. 

E-Brakes 
Modifying for us is in the blood. When it comes to choosing wheels on the 
bigger cruisers out there we like them super-wide and fookin’ massive and 
that means puny little brake discs just won’t cut the mustard. Performance is 
one thing, but for sheer looks you can’t beat filling you wheels with a huge 
brake setup, especially on the rear, something manufactures tend to neglect. 

And therein lies the problem. In the UK you need a handbrake to pass an 
MoT but many modern cars (with plenty more on the way) are now using 
electronic handbrakes making fitting a rear big disc conversion next to 
impossible. Just what was wrong with a bit of old skool cable, eh? 
It’s this that makes this patented product from PB Brakes not just a work of 
engineering genius, but the only solution on the market.
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Technology is a wonderful thing. I love the 
fact that all my music is on my phone, I love 
that your massive 4K Smart TV can now be 
nicely curved instead of flat. I love the new 
Apple Watch (as poncey as that sounds) 
even though I can’t afford one and, as for 
my iPad, I never go to bed without it (I bet 
you don’t you mucky bugger – Jules).

The same can be said for new cars. 
Technology crams our motors with sweet 
gadgets, they handle better than they used 
to and just how cool is it that an insurance-
friendly 1-litre Fiesta nowadays can be 
faster than the XR2i your Dad had in the 
garage 20-years ago?

The thing is though some car 

manufacturers, not least the German ones, 
always have to take things a bit far, and 
that’s because they hate you messing with 
their creations - especially the brakes.  

PB Brakes 
Electronic 
Line Locks

PRICE: £350 (PAIR) 

www.pbbrakes.com 

Features
• UK Road Legal
• Direct Replacement Part
• The Only Solution
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED!

Here at FC we’re often asked technical stuff via the mediums of email, 
Facebook and being shouted at in the local BP garage. Now, obviously 
we are pretty amazing but, contra to popular belief, we don’t know 
absolutely everything about everything. Luckily though we happen 
to have a team of industry experts on hand to deal with the really 
tricky stuff. This month we catch up with top American fellas and 
JL Audio’s director of training, Steve Turissi, to answer all your 
questions about amplifi ers.

AMPLIFIERS

Q)  Why do I need an amplifi er in my system?

A)   An amplifi er, as the name suggests, makes something bigger. In the 
case of audio systems, it takes a smaller voltage (and current) and does 
some magical things to make them larger and more capable of driving 
bigger speakers.

Q)  Do all speakers need amplifi ers to work?

A)   Yes. Especially larger speakers, which tend to be heavier and handle 
high energy parts of music like subwoofers. Music is dynamic and our 
hearing focuses on the averages. Since the averages can be very low 
compared to high transient peaks, in order to be able to hear the averages 
at a level we fi nd pleasing, without sacrifi cing the transient peaks higher 
power, amplifi ers are necessary.

Q)  Why do I need to have an external amplifi er 
to run a subwoofer?

A)  Subwoofers have a diffi cult job to do. Although they only handle a limited 
frequency range, the amount of energy in those particular octaves is 
intense. Since subwoofers tend to have larger cones and heavier moving 
parts, including the cone and voice coil, you will typically need more power 
to move them effectively. Consider a small engine in a go-kart versus the 
same motor in a lorry.

Q)  What is the advantage of an external amplifi er 
over the one built in to a source unit?

A)   Trick question. There are some external amplifi ers that are utter crap and there 
are a few, albeit it very few, built-in amplifi ers that are pretty good. The real 
answer you are looking for has to do with the real power output capability of 
the amplifi ers. External amplifi ers will typically use better components that can 
pass more current, handle more voltage and manage problems associated 
with fl uctuations in voltage, current and musical information better. However, 
with technology advancing so rapidly, it’s not entirely far fetched to see 
improvements that may allow them to reduce their physical size to a point that 
what was once an external amplifi er may end up being an internal amplifi er. 
I don’t think we are quite there yet, but we are getting closer.

Q)  What is a pre-amp?

A)    As the name implies, a pre-amp is a device that comes before the amplifi er. 
These processors normally have some features built in that allows the user 
to do something to the audio signal before it gets amplifi ed. This can include 
equalisation, fi ltering and time delay, as well as basic level or volume control. 
Very often a pre-amp will also step up the voltage of the signal to make the 
job of the amplifi er a bit easier.

Q)  What are the key differences between the 
amplifi er Classes?

A)   The letters simply distinguish between different confi gurations of amplifi er 
designs. There are many types of amplifi ers and several of them are used for 
audio signals. Engineers used letters to differentiate between different layouts 
and designs. The fi rst one they laid out was called Class A. Then they came 
out with Class B. There are Class C amplifi ers, but they are not really used for 
audio. And there is of course Class D.

Q)  But what if my amplifi er is just too powerful 
for my subwoofer?

A)   The age-old question of how much power is the right amount of power. 
The truth is that there are two ways to kill a subwoofer. One is due to 
mechanical issues and the other is due to thermal issues. Mechanical issues 
arise from the speaker moving further than it is intended to. This is related 
to enclosure size and type as well as the amount of power you put into the 
speaker (more power will make it move further). Basically things will rip apart 
or crush after crashing into things because the speaker was asked to move 
too far. Thermal issues happen when there is too much power over a period of 
time. How much power and how much time is too much becomes a very 
tricky question to answer. Since music is dynamic in nature, and there are so 
many different types of listeners, there is no simple answer. Manufacturers 
should be able to give you some guidance on how much power you might 
want to use, but often the ratings are not very helpful.

Q)  Is it better to have too much power than not 
enough power?

A)   I have to resist going on a big, long rant about power here. Instead I will speak 
in very general terms. For most customers, most of the time, having a bit of 
extra power is better than not having enough power. When you have more 
power you are less likely to overdrive the system (and cause excessive 
clipping) and that is a good thing. Having an amp with less power than 
you’d like means you are more likely to try and squeak out some extra power 
that isn’t there and cause excessive clipping. When you clip a system, you 
increase the amount of average power to the speaker over time. This increase 
in power is equal to an increase in heat. It is the increase in heat over time 
that can lead to burnt voice coils.
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FAQ OFF
How do I know that the claimed power rating on an 
amplifi er is actually true?

You don’t. They are all lies. I’m not really kidding either. Some companies lie to impress 
you with big numbers while others simply know that there’s no real way to give you 
an accurate power rating without qualifying a bunch of other factors such as the music 
you are listening to, how the amplifi er is set, the enclosure or application the speaker 
is being used in, how you listen to your music and the type of amplifi er you are using… 
and that’s just to name but a few. So the best you should hope for with an RMS power 
rating is a good guideline to help chose a proper amplifi er.

Q)  What is bridging?

A)   Bridging means combining two channels of an amplifi er to a single channel. 
This allows you to get the combined power of the two channels into a single 
channel. Before you attempt this, you should check with the amplifi er 
manufacturer to ensure the design of the amplifi er allows for bridging (many 
do, but not all). You should also be aware that if the amplifi er is rated to 
deliver full power at 2ohms per channel, your bridged speaker impedance 
load should be 4ohms or higher. There is a lot of confusion on this point. 
Keep in mind that each channel will effectively be driving half of the load. 

Q)  What is the difference between RMS power 
and peak power?

A)   Peak power is incredibly misleading. RMS power is only slightly misleading. 
RMS power is generally accepted as the continuous or average power the 
amplifi er is capable of producing. Peak power is how much power the 
amplifi er can deliver for an almost immeasurably small amount of time. 
If you look at the sine wave diagram, the dotted line would be the position 
of the RMS power level. The arrows indicate the point at which the amplifi er 
is producing peak power. The reason peak power is silly is due to the tiny 
amount of time the amp is producing it. RMS power is only slightly less silly 
because music is not a sine wave and the amount of power indicated by the 
RMS value is rarely actually achieved. However, as it’s a lot more meaningful 
than peak power, we use it as the easiest way of comparing amp output.

Q)  Where does effi ciency come in?

A)   All electrical devices waste energy. For a light bulb, the task is to make light, 
so the wasted energy is the heat it creates. With amplifi ers, many 
companies have fi bbed about effi ciency as a way to impress you. Power 
amplifi ers still need current to do their job and even very effi cient amplifi ers 
will generate heat when you use them. If you push them hard, they can use 
a lot of current and create a lot of heat. But if they are more effi cient, they 
will draw less current and generate less heat than a less effi cient design. It 
still takes power to make power and making a lot of power still generates a 
lot of heat.

Q)  What is a fi lter?  

A)  If we look at the terms ‘high pass’, ‘low pass’ and ‘band pass’, it becomes 
easier to understand what a crossover does. In the case of a high pass 
crossover (fi lter), it’s a circuit that fi lters off all low frequency signals and 
allows only high frequencies to pass through – a high pass. The same is 
true for low pass fi lters, but for low frequencies. Band pass fi lters are a 
combination of a high and a low pass fi lter. This is helpful when you have a 
midrange speaker you don’t want to play very low frequencies or very high 
frequencies – you only want a certain band of frequencies to pass through.

Q)  Why are some amplifi ers more suitable for 
speakers whereas others for subwoofers? 

A)   Most amplifi ers can play almost any speaker. There are however some 
amplifi ers that are specifi cally designed to play low frequencies. Most often 
these subwoofer specifi c amplifi ers are going to be mono or single channel 
amplifi ers. There are a few technical reasons why mono channel amplifi ers 
make sense for subwoofers, but just by being a mono channel does not mean 
it has to be used for subwoofers. There are many mono amplifi ers that are 
also full range, meaning they can play all audio signals, not just the bass. 
If an amplifi er specifi es that it’s a mono subwoofer amplifi er, that usually 
means there is some aspect of the design that makes it unsuitable to play 
anything other than low frequencies. Using those amplifi ers to power up your 
door speakers can lead to disappointment in terms of performance.

Q)  What exactly is impedance and how does it 
affect my amplifi er?

A)   We are used to seeing 4ohms or 2ohms, but what is often left off with those 
values is the term ‘nominal’. Music is dynamic, so the resistance actually 
changes and the fi gures you see are the average value. Even so, when you 
look at amplifi er specifi cations, once you get past the big, bold numbers 
proclaiming something like ‘One Million Watts’ you will fi nd something like 
150watts per channel at 2ohms; 75watts per channel at 4ohms. Generally an 
amplifi er produces less power at higher impedances. Most amplifi ers will be 
designed to produce full power at a specifi c impedance and produce less than 
full power at other, typically higher, impedances. How you use those amplifi ers 
will determine how much power you can expect. That said, not all amplifi ers 
behave this way. As an example, our HD and Slash amplifi ers have a 
technology that produces the same power regardless of impedance (as long 
as it is between 1.5ohms and 4ohms per channel). We are not the fi rst, nor 
are we the only ones, that do this. But it is rare. It can cost a bit more, 
technology often does, but you have the benefi t of getting full power in almost 
any application.

Q)  How do I change the impedance of my setup?

A)   The simple answer is to change speakers to a different impedance, but that 
is not always an option. You can add additional speakers and wire them 
together to change the impedance presented to the amplifi er and this is 
quite common on subwoofers. Many amplifi ers will produce full power into 
a 2ohm load, but if your subwoofer is 4ohms, you will likely get less power 
than the amplifi er is capable of producing. If you took two 4ohm subwoofers 
and wired them together (in parallel), you can present a 2ohm load to a 
amplifi er channel. There are a few ways to do this, but with rare exceptions 
it involves multiple speakers, a bit of extra wire and a cup of coffee to help 
you sort out the math and wiring a bit.

Q)  Why does a channel have a negative and 
a positive?

A)   Like all things that use electricity, you need to have a beginning and an end 
point for the little electrons to fulfi l their tasks. Think of it like a fl ashlight; in a 
Direct current circuit electricity starts on one side of a battery, fl ows through 
the bulb and ends on the other side of the battery. DC is therefore a one-way 
trip from ‘positive’ to ‘negative.’ With AC, we still have to make a trip, but this 
time it’s a round trip since the electricity reverses (positive to negative to 
positive). This is a very simple explanation, but that’s why you need both wires.

Q)  Can I run more than one speaker or 
subwoofer from a single channel?

A)   As long as you wire up the speakers properly, yes. You have to make sure 
the impedance is correct. If it’s too low, you may cause a problem with the 
amplifi er (it may shut down or fail). If it’s too high, you might not get as much 
output. Oh, it’s worth noting that while it’s physically possible to wire different 
types of speaker to a single channel, it’s not usually a good idea. 

Q)  Are small footprint amplifi ers any good?

A)  Yep. In recent years technology has advanced to allow engineers and 
manufacturers to design and build amazing amplifi ers in much smaller sizes. 
There may still be a compromise here or there, but for the most part these 
smaller amplifi ers have become pretty darn good.
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BONUS: ESTATES

W
elcome to the FC bonus special 
on estate cars! Wagons used to 
suffer from an image crisis and 
were once the forgotten cars of 

the modifying world! But not any more 
because estate cars aren’t only super-
practical but they are now super-bloody-cool 
too and that’s why we’re dedicating the next 
27-pages to ‘em! Big is always best!

MORE DOORS
MORE PHWOARS

Subaru Impreza Wagon ...........064
Audi S4 Avant ...........................070
Accord Wagon ..........................076
Estate Agents ...........................082
5 Series Touring .......................086
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THE REAL SURPRISE WITH THIS HARD-SLAMMED SCOOBY IS THAT  
IT DOES EXACTLY WHAT IT SAYS ON THE TIN

N
othing about Andrew Johnson’s stunning stanced Subaru 
is quite what you’d expect at first glance. It’s surprising, 
this motor, both in concept and execution.

You see, we’ve featured quite a few insanely low 
Scoobys from the US over the years. I’d go so far as  

to say that nowadays we’re used to seeing these tarmac-scraping 
show-stunners all over the web. I’m not sure if it’s the beautifully 
smooth roads, the impeccable home-grown modifying skills or just  
the stance-obsessed culture across the pond, but no one seems to 
chassis-drop the Impreza quite like the Americans. So, as awesome  
as it is, you’d be forgiven for thinking that Andrew’s creation here is just 

another one of these bagged, flushed and styled super-saloons.  
It’s not. Shit, strictly speaking, this one hasn’t even got a boot lid.  
It’s a hatch – something of a controversial choice for a start.

Andrew’s Wagon is as different as it is striking and, apart from  
the fact he’s opted to build a super-menacing estate over the more 
popular sedan, there’s plenty of other details that make this one more 
than a little offbeat on the streets of North Carolina. 

Take the reassuringly fat tyres. There’s not a sniff of the stretching 
we’ve become accustomed to on such aggressively stanced animals. 
As if those 11.5-inch wide Rotiform TMBs aren’t crazy enough, 
Andrew has chosen to wrap ’em in whopping 295/30 Toyo 888R 
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“TRUE 
STORY 

BRO”

Tarmac-scraping, US style
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rubber straight from the track. He’s done it  
the old fashioned way. No wonder he needs 
those Karlton fender flares to keep them 
under the arches! 

You’ll also notice the drop in height is 
particularly immense, so you may be 
expecting a spot of air-ride trickery. I was too, 
but no, there’s not a bag in sight. Well, not 
anymore anyway. 

In truth, there’s been a few incarnations to 
get the chassis how you see it today. Andrew 
started with coilovers and super-wide Work 
XD9 wheels. Somewhere along the line he 
swapped that lot out for Rotiforms, stretched 
rubber and a hybrid Air Lift and AccuAir 
system, and more recently he turned back to 
the hard-slammed hardcore with a static drop 
on some seriously racy Fortune 500 coilovers 
– chiefly to get those meaty Toyos on. 

That’s right, he’s gone from coilovers to air 
and back to coilovers. Which is unusual to say 
the least, even if those particular bags and 

hoops have found a good home on his other 
love – a certain 300-odd bhp Subaru Forester 
daily. He certainly seems to like his AWD Jap 
estates eh? 

For the time being though it’s the perfect, 
no-nonsense setup for the Scooby. It works 
and works well, so what more do you need? 
But, then again, Andrew admits there’s not a 
day goes by that he’s not fiddling with the 
bugger. By the time you read this he may well 
have some weird cutting-edge magnetic 
suspension or some sort of F1-inspired 

push-rod setup – stranger things have 
happened in the modified car world.  

I guess the key thing about Andrew’s motor 
is there’s no pretence, bullshit or any of the old 
fanny you tend to associate with such 
stunning show cars. This one’s the whole 
truth, proof of the modernist premise that 
when form follows function an underlying 
beauty is the fundamental result. Even those 
super-sweet anodised Project Mu brakes are 
there for a reason other than to make jaws  
hit the floor. They’re needed, and more than 



ANDREW JOHNSON 
Hi Andrew. That’s an interesting choice of 
motor, mate?

“What the Boxer? All WRXs have them.”
No I meant the car. Sorry I forgot motor means 
engine in Americaland.

“Ah yeah, I’ve wanted a WRX since they fi rst 
brought them to the USA when I was 12.”

So why a Wagon and not a Saloon?
“It started off as my everyday runner. I decided 
on the Wagon because of the practicality and 
the fact it still had the 2.5-litre turbo motor.”

Did it turn out as practical as you thought?
“I’ll be honest, I never meant to go this far. 
But you know how it is, right?”

Yeah mate, don’t I just!
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Yep, we likey
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you might imagine. You see, what also makes 
this monster a signifi cant cut above the norm 
is all that Time Attack-inspired goodness 
isn’t just for show – this car is precisely as fast 
as it looks. 

It could be said that the tuning has been 
a massive part of the journey. The whole 
package hasn’t been there from the start 
– it’s come from motorsport inspiration and 
tragedy in equal measure. 

Even as standard, the WRX has always 
been something of a rapid motor, but upping 
the power is right where Andrew started. In 
fact, with the help of his fi rst uprated turbo 
setup he managed to destroy it’s fi ve-speed 
box pretty soon after owning it. With the 
replacement (and thoroughly bulletproof) STI 
box in place all was well for a while, until he 
was involved in a heavy-duty front-ender 
which killed just about everything in front of 
the windscreen, including the engine. 

Most people would have walked away at 
this point, pockets bulging from insurance 
company payouts and a cheeky tickle from 
Claims Direct. But that’s not how Andrew rolls. 
Instead he took the decision to completely 
rebuild his wagon to a standard that even the 
factory couldn’t have achieved – and that’s 
something you can’t help but admire. 

Of course, the small motoring mishap may 
also explain the Hawkeye Saloon front-end 
conversion, but the biggest outcome has to 
be the new engine spec. Balls-out is one way 
of describing it. Mental is another. But, either 
way, this one really does have the lot. The 
blown-boxer lump is a masterpiece in metal. 
Fully fi xed, forged and fettled, it’s kicking out 
a mammoth 556bhp – and that’s by the time 

it gets through the AWD system to the 
wheels. Like the rest of the car it was done 
the hard way too, with a full strip down 
and meticulous attention to the fi ner details. 
It really is more than the sum of its parts. 
And apparently there’s plenty more tuning 
to come. 

There’s an almost clinical approach to the 
engine that’s mirrored in the rest of the car. 
When it comes to the styling, it’s all there for 
a reason. A well-thought-out combination of 
splitters, diffusers and practical aero 
shenanigans, plus a distinct lack of the iconic 
Impreza bonnet scoop – it’s just not needed. 

And then there’s the stripped out (but 
somehow still suitably plush) interior. Those 
Status seats, the four-point cage, even a 
choice of two Grip-Royal steering wheels (one 

for show, the other for go) it all fi nds beauty in 
simple functionality. In fact, the only item you 
might call decorative is the amazing hand-
painted headlining. Ironic that’s this piece of 
artistic fl air is actually Andrew’s favourite mod. 
I guess he’s not totally utilitarian after all. 

It’s hard to characterise this car and maybe 
that’s the point. 

In many ways it is an out-and-out show car. 
In others, it’s every bit the Time Attack-style 
monster it appears to be. There’s enough 
power to rip your face off, but a sleekness 
and beauty that will always make you want to 
come back for a second look. The reality is it’s 
a rare thing in the modifi ed car world, it’s form 
and function at the same time. No tricks, no 
illusions, just the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth. 

Super-wide Rotiform TMBs
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TECH SPEC: WRX
TUNING: 
Manley Performance forged rods, pistons, valve 
springs and retainers; ACL race bearings; STI Oil 
pump; Ferrea valves; Brian Crower 272 cams; Killer 
B oil pick up; TS Air Pump delete; Perrin 3in turbo 
inlet, fuel rail and equal length manifold; GrimmSpeed 
external gate up pipe; Tial MVS wastegate; Blouch 
Performance Dominator 3.5 XT-R Turbo 58lb/min; 
APS intercooler piping; Tial Q BOV; ETS 4in custom 
intercooler core; APS coolant overfl ow; Crawford 
Performance oil/air separator; Gates Racing Kevlar 
timing belt; STI 6-speed swap; Exedy Stage 1 heavy 
duty clutch; ACT Streetlite fl ywheel; DSS aluminium 
drive shaft; tuned and mapped by Motion Lab Tuning.

CHASSIS: 
11.5x18 Rotiform forged Race TMB; 295/30x18 Toyo 
R888 tyres; Fortune Auto 500 coilovers; Project Mu 
Super Lock 7 lug nuts; Perrin Anti-Lift kit; Whiteline 
rear lateral links and roll centre adjuster; Project Mu 
355mm big brake kit with SCR-Pro front rotors and 
B-Force pads; rear STI Brembo callipers.

EXTERIOR: 
Sedan front end conversion; Karlton fender fl ares; 
HT Autos sideskirt extensions; carbon canards; 
Mature rear diffuser; RS scoop-less bonnet; shaved 
roof; STi front lip; APR splitter; Morimoto 55W HID kit.    

INTERIOR: 
Status Racing GT-X carbon seats; Takata 4-point 
harnesses; Grip Royal hand-painted wheel (or black 
leather Grip Royal wheel); hand-painted mural 
headliner; STI transmission surround; PBM shifter; 
Delfi  gauges; Autopower race 4-point cage; Audio 
Integrations 12in enclosure; Pioneer AVH-X4500bt. 

THANKS
Big thanks to Jonathan Stamper and Alex Goodwin for 
helping me save the car; the guys at Motion Lab Tuning 
for their continued support; Stan C at Toyo Tires; Scott 
A at Grip Royal; the guys at Rotiform; and everyone 
who supported and helped through this build.

Fixed, forged and fettled, 
it kicks out 556bhp 

Barrels of style
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ESTATE OF 
PLAY...



Woof woof
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O
nce upon a time Estates were only ever bought for 
practicality and perceived more as vans with windows 
than desirable cars. Thankfully manufacturers realised 
back in the ’90s that Wagons could be a lot more. 
They began churning them out with something exciting 

under the skin, combining practicality with performance, packaged 
up in a sleeper guise. 

You only have to look at the Volvo using the 850R Estate in1994 
for their BTCC car for evidence of where things were going. It really 
kicked off and suddenly people were choosing buses over saloons. 
For some reason this didn’t spread immediately into the modifying 
scene and its only really been over the last few years that Estates 
have really come to the fore. But, go to any show now and you will 
fi nd plenty there, stanced, kitted, painted and looking pretty. This 
leads us on nicely to Mark Stewart’s S4. 

It may have been born in the last century, but it’s fully loaded and 
bang up to date, making you wonder why it took so long for Estates 
to be taken seriously as project cars. 

The story of this one begins with a bloke called Pete Matthews 
who worked with Mark at Paint Worx (Pete has also been Fast Car 
featured before with a static drop MX-5). It was his car initially and 
started off as a stock purple Audi. First it was treated to coilovers 
and Watercooled wheels, but was destined for so much more. 

Air Lift air-ride with V2 management followed next, along with a 
rare set of BBS rims. This took care of the stance, but considering 
the S4 belonged to the Paint Worx stable it really had to receive a 
new coat. No half measures here. The car was stripped to a shell 
and treated to a stunning three-stage red pearl. 

This provided an opportunity to perform a few subtle body mods, 
such as smoothing the front bumper, doors and tailgate. The rear 

WHEN YOU SEE THIS PAINT WORX-BUILT S4, IT’S HARD TO BELIEVE 
WAGONS TOOK SO LONG TO BE ACCEPTED IN THE MODIFYING WORLD…



Nice digits dooood Genuine Work Meister 
S1 wheels

“It makes you wonder why it took so long for 
Estates to be taken seriously as project cars”
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bumper insert and roof rails were painted in Ferrari grey, while 
carbon mirrors, a carbon RS4 tailgate spoiler and facelift headlights 
were added to the mix. The car was really coming together on the 
outside so it was time for the interior to follow suit. 

Recaro seats are a fi ne choice as they come, but these Pole 
Positions have been fully trimmed in a mix of black leather and 
grey Alcantara with red cross-stitching and red backs to match 
the body. They really liven up the cabin alongside the RS4 carbon 
interior trim, custom steering wheel, gauges and of course that 
awesome colour-coded show cage.

One of the fi nal styling changes was to replace the BBS for 
genuine Work Meister S1 Wheels. These are normally found on drift 
themed cars, but they suit the A4 perfectly. Elsewhere the already 

impressive performance was boosted by a front mount intercooler 
and full custom exhaust system allowing it to breathe better.

Finally, even the Audio wasn’t overlooked, as a JVC headunit 
and Pioneer sub provide some alternative to the lovely engine note. 
This really is a car that ticks all the right boxes. Nothing has been 
left untouched and this project proves you really can have fun with 
big wagons. Top job!



MARK STEWART 
It’s not the fi rst time we’ve been here with 
you Mark…

“True! You featured my S2000 a few years 
back and some other cars I’ve built through 
Paint Worx of course.”

What’s the story with Pete, as this was his 
project previously?

“Pete and I worked together at Paint Worx 
and when he decided to sell the S4 I knew 
I wanted it! Since then I’ve actually sold Paint 
Worx to Pete and started another tuning 
business called Autotrend.”

What’s the next project then?
“Think you already know… It’s a BMW 1 Series 
you’ve already snapped and are planning to 
feature… But I also have another Audi lined 
up too, an RS4. So watch this space.”

We fancy a sit down

TECH SPEC: AUDI S4
EXTERIOR: 
Full respray in Mazda Velocity Red Three Stage Pearl; 
roof rails and rear bumper insert painted Ferrari grey; 
smooth front bumper; smoothed doors, smooth rear 
boot handle; smoothed lower doors and side skirt 
trims removed; smoothed aerial; facelift headlights; 
carbon fi bre wing mirrors; RS4 boot spoiler.

TUNING: 
2.6 BI Turbo; 6-speed manual; front mount 
intercooler; Audi RB oil cap; colour-coded boost 
pipes; stainless steel downpipes.

CHASSIS: 
Full Air Lift Performance air ride set up with V2 
management and colour-coded tank; 9.5x18 et12 
and et24 Work Meister S1 wheels (5x112).    

INTERIOR: 
Recaro Pole Positions re-trimmed in black Nappa 
leather with grey Alcantara centres and red diamond 
stitching with colour-coded backs; custom show 
cage colour-coded; custom steering wheel; full RS4 
carbon interior trim; carbon gearknob, carbon centre 
console; Defi  gauges in modifi ed dash vents. 

AUDIO
Pioneer sub; JVC headunit with USB/aux/CD player; 
Bose speakers and amp.

THANKS
Paint Worx! Pete Matthews, of course, and Autotrend.
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WAGON WHEELS
BHAVIN PATEL’S HONDA ACCORD IS JUST THE CAR TO MAKE YOU 
RECONSIDER THE POTENTIAL OF ’90S SPEC ESTATES AND WAGONS
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T
here can’t be a more unlikely basis 
for a modifi ed car project than the 
humble Honda Accord. Especially 
one that’s very nearly two decades 
old and happens to be an Estate, 

or, as the car in question originates from 
across the Atlantic, Wagon form. 

Now we’re well aware that Honda’s 
engineering nous and clever thinking fi ltered 
all the way down from the likes of the NSX 
to the ever-popular Civic. But it’s fair to say 
that the fi fth generation Accord never exactly 
set the world alight in factory guise. Worthy 
load-lugger and dependable family 
transportation device, sure. But a car 

capable of startling performance and stunning 
looks? Nah, not really.

Thankfully there are plenty of individuals 
out there who refuse to be put off by silly, 
preconceived ideas about what cars can and 
can’t do. And it means we get to gawp at 
things like the utterly bonkers Accord you 
see here. It’s been built by Bhavin Patel, and 
it takes the accepted wisdom of what an 
Accord Wagon should look like and well and 
truly turns it on its head. 

“I think Hondas from this period are brilliant, 
really well designed and with loads of 
potential, especially some of the less 
commonly tuned models,” says Bhavin. 

“The fact that mine is a true JDM import just 
makes it even better.”

The Accord certainly didn’t start off looking 
anything like as immaculate and well 
presented as it does now, and it actually had 
to be towed back to his house because the 
original engine had thrown in the towel. Not 
that he was even remotely put off by this less 
than auspicious start, as Bhavin knew that 
there were plenty of tuning options available 
for the car – he just had to look to other 
models in the Honda range for inspiration. 

A JDM-spec H23A four-cylinder was soon 
sourced and fi tted, though of course a 
standard, naturally aspirated lump was never 
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really going to cut the mustard, especially 
as this engine is perfectly well catered for 
by the US scene.  

“I bought a complete H22 Treadstone 
turbo kit, which included an intercooler, a 
Turbonetics ball bearing turbo and a Tial 
wastegate, then set about fi tting it to the new 
engine,” muses Bhavin. 

Now that’s an impressive list of hardware in 
anyone’s book. But Bhavin also opted to fi t a 
set of free-fl owing manifolds, a stainless steel 
exhaust system and a pair of Brian Crower 
Stage 2 turbo cams with Skunk2 adjustable 
cam gears. This array of high-end tuning kit 
is kept in check by Hondata S300 
management, with a subsequent dyno 
session revealing this unassuming little wagon 
to be making 300bhp in low boost mode and 
a staggering 375bhp in high boost form. 

Impressive as those fi gures are, they’re 
probably not as eye-opening as the manner 
in which this Wagon can handle that power, 
with Bhavin having devoted a huge amount 
of his time to perfecting its chassis. 

Peek under those arches (you’ll have to 
get very low indeed to actually achieve this) 
and you’ll spot all manner of trick chassis 
gear, including coilover suspension, a 
Progress Technology ARB, Skunk2 Civic EF 
upper Adjustable Control Arms and a traction 
bar from Explicit Speed Performance. While 
the rear end now runs camber adjustable 
control arms and FFC lower arms with 
uprated bushes throughout. Bhavin’s even 
fi tted a Limited Slip Differential to the Honda 

fi ve-speed ’box, meaning that this Accord 
now has a lot more in common with a full-on 
track day warrior than a family hold all. 

“It’s certainly not a dedicated circuit car, 
but it does get used for the odd track day and 
a fair bit of drag racing,” says Bhavin. “That’s 
partly why I spent so long sorting the 
suspension, as well as a desire to make it 
that much lower of course.”

It’s incredible how much of a difference to 
a car’s appearance a set of wheels, some well 
thought out exterior tweaks and a decent 
altitude adjustment can make. And that’s 
never been truer than in the case of Bhavin’s 
Accord. Okay, so the standard cars are nice 

enough looking things. But it’s only since he’s 
fi tted the VIP Modular VRS-11 wheels and 
JDM exterior trims and fi ttings that you truly 
appreciate the neat styling and cool lines 
present in the fi fth-gen model. 

“I’ve ended up following the VIP route with 
the car, though that’s something that 
happened pretty much organically – I certainly 
didn’t set out to build it like this from the start.”

Those beefy 18-inch wheels are the most 
obvious nod to the VIP look. But there are 
many more examples when you move inside, 
with those JDM-spec leather seats one of the 
fi rst things you notice. They’re trimmed in 
plush leather and have set in motion 

VIP Modular VRS-11, yummy

Hey good lookin’, 
what ya got cookin’?



BHAVIN PATEL
SERIOUSLY COOL HONDA BHAVIN. 
BUT WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THE 
WAGON VARIANT AS A BASE?

“I could see the potential in their 
shape, plus the fact they’re often 
overlooked in favour of the 
smaller hatchbacks.”

WHAT WAS THE TOUGHEST PART 
OF THE WHOLE BUILD?  

“Probably trying to fi gure out 
what was wrong with the car 
when I fi rst bought it. The engine 
was in a really bad way, it wasn’t 
running right, was using too 
much oil and had fueling issues!”

WE HAVE FUELING ISSUES IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM… A £1.20 A 
LITRE ISSUE!
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Bhavin’s gone down 
the VIP route
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“It’s a lot posher in here than an old Accord 
has any right to be”

something of a theme, with the front and rear 
doorcards now also coated in lashings of cow 
hide. Look closely and you’ll also spot all 
manner of rare JDM clobber dotted 
throughout the cabin (which must’ve been 
a bit of a challenge to source), such as SiR 
gauges, Accord sill guards, cub holders and 
a VIP-style fold out table. 

It’s certainly a lot posher in here than an old 
Accord has any right to be. But that just adds 
to the appeal of the whole car.

There’s a lot more to come though, with 
Bhavin readily admitting that the coming 
months will see some fairly substantial 
changes to the car in an effort to keep it at 
the very forefront of the US scene. 

“There’s a massive amount still to do and 
I’ll be installing air suspension in the next few 
months,” he says. “Then having the whole car 
resprayed. I’m going to stick with the same 
colour but add some pearls and fl ake to make 
it really pop. I also plan to shave and tuck the 
engine bay when swapping in my new 
500bhp H23A.”

This car’s certainly on 
the right track
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TECH SPEC: ACCORD
ENGINE: 
JDM H23A DOHC 16V with Kaizenspeed balance 
shaft delete kit, OEM oil pump; Brian Crower Stage 
2 turbo profi le cams with Skunk2 adjustable cam 
gears; Treadstone H22 Turbo kit consisting of 
Turbonetics Stage 3 ball bearing 60-1 HIFI turbo with 
57mm turbine wheel and .63 a/r turbine housing and 
wastegate; 2.5in TR-8 FMIC and Tial BOV; Spoolin 
Performance turbo manifold; stainless steel exhaust 
system; port matched Euro-R inlet; ID 1,000cc 
injectors; AEM fuel rail and FPR; new fuel tank 
and Walbro 255 LPHour pump; KS Tuned manual 
timing belt adjuster; Hondata S300 with PLX DM6 
wideband; fi ve-speed gearbox with LSD.

CHASSIS: 
10x18in and 10.5x18in VIP Modular VRS-11 alloys 
with brushed faces and high polished lips; coilovers;  
FFC strut brace; Progress Technology ARB; ESP 
traction bar; Skunk2 Civic EF upper adjustable control 
arms; rear adjustable camber control arms and 
lower rear tow arms; fi ve stud converted hubs with 
extended ARP studs; Acura Legend callipers with 
Brembo discs.

INTERIOR: 
JDM leather seat conversion with matching leather 
doorcards; custom LED door lights; retrofi tted Digital 
Climate Control; Acura MDX wheel with functioning 
audio controls; Acura CL wood grain console insert; 
Panasonic HU with rear view camera; JDM SiR 
gauges; Accord sills guards; half-mast antenna; 
cup holder and custom table; custom RHD pillar 
gauge pod with PLX wideband gauge and Inovate 
boost and oil gauges; Odyssey overhead sunglass 
holder with working Homelink for garage doors.    

EXTERIOR: 
1997 Honda Accord Wagon Vi with original Bordeaux 
red paint; retrofi t JDM Headlights with HID projectors 
and electric elevation control; secondary headlight 
EDM fl uted headlights with electric elevation control; 
JDM clear indicators; Stillen front splitter; Mugen side 
skirts; Wings West rear valance; Value Sports upper 
wing; Azect front grille; JDM rear parking sensors;  
parking pole; power folding mirrors; window guards; 
Honda of America eagles and headlight elevation 
control switch.

A bit of posh



What an Estate to
get yourself in
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FANCY BUILDING AN 
ESTATE PROJECT? HERE 
ARE SOME WAGONS TO 

CONSIDER…

W
hen I was kid, Estate cars were 
for farmers and boring folk like 
antique dealers. That was right 
up until Audi decided to bring 
out the RS2 in 1994. With over 

300bhp and a top speed of 160mph this was a 
game changer! A year later Volvo decided they 
wanted a piece of the pie and brought out the 
850 T5-R… they even raced it in the BTCC!

Nowadays? Well, pretty much all the 
manufacturers have a performance wagon in 
their line up. Audi still lead the way with their 
189mph RS6, but Mercedes aren’t far behind 
with their insane 6.2-litre C63 AMG. 

But don’t worry if haven’t got 30k to splash. 
Here are some cheaper options…

ESTATE
AGENTS
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330D E46 TOURING, FROM £1,500
So you want performance, 
economy and a shit load of 
torque? You’ll be after BMW’s 
330D then! The 3.0-litre turbo 
diesel is an awesome engine. It’s 
not as efficient as the 2.0-litre, but 
what you lose in economy you 
more than gain in grunt! You’ll pay 
top money for a low mileage 
version, if you can find one. But if 
you don’t mind a car with 
150k-plus on the clock, you won’t 
go far wrong with one of these 
and a remap will make it almost 
as torquey as its M3 sibling! 

Just stay clear of 2003 cars 
with auto boxes. They tend to go 
wrong and are an expensive fix  
(I know, I had one! – Jules).

SCOOBY WRX WAGON, FROM £1,500
Because they aren’t as desirable as 
their Saloon equivalents, you can pick 
up WRX Wagons for extremely 
sensible money! A decent Classic 
can be bought for as little as £1,500. 
Bug Eyes start at a few hundred quid 
more and Hawkeyes are starting to 
hover around the 4k region. 
Obviously non-hot versions can be 
bought for a lot less and might be a 
sensible alternative if you don’t want 
shares in the local petrol station!

An oddball alternative to the 
Impreza is the Forester STi! Funny 
looking things that don’t know 
whether they are an SUV or an 
Estate, but they still pack that flat-four 
turbo power.

S4 B5 AVANT, FROM £3,000
The 2.7-litre Quattro can be bought cheap these days (unlike the RS4) and you get a lot of bang for your buck with 265bhp and a sub six-
second 0-60 time in its arsenal. On the downside there’s not many good ones left, so you’ll have to invest your time in finding one. The newer  
B6 4.2-litre S4s are a lot more readily available and as I type these words there’s a classified ad for one on eBay for £3,950! The only problem  
is, it’s covered 250,000 miles! If you want a B6, make sure you’ve at least 6k tucked away!



VOLVO 850 T5-R, FROM £3,000
These are fast becoming legends. In fact 
if you can fi nd a genuine example with 
sensible miles we’d suggest snapping it up 
as an investment, because this is going to 
be one of those cars that in fi ve years from 
now you’ll be wishing you had bought for 
just a few grand – a couple of years ago you 
could pick them up for less than 2k! If you 
can’t get the R, you’ll defi nitely fi nd the odd 
T5 going for less than a bag of sand. It 
might not have the R spec or charisma, but 
it’s still a cracking car with 225bhp on tap! 

PASSAT W8, FROM £2,500
This is a rare beast (so rare we haven’t even got a picture of one) that can be had for not a lot 
of cash! It’s hard to put an exact valuation on these, as there are currently (as I write this) no 
Estate versions for sale in the whole of the UK! Being the fl agship model of the time, you’ll get 
an interior fi t for the Royals, a W8 burble and the smugness that you’ll never park next to 
another one. Exclusivity has never been so cheap!

A6 ALLROAD QUATTRO (C5), FROM £1,500
The Players boys love these things and it’s easy to see why, when you look at the spec you get 
for the money, including air suspension. We’d recommend the 2.7 Bi Turbo engine as the 2.5 
diesel is sluggish and isn’t exactly that economical for a diesel either.
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Volvo drivers eh? Tsk 



SIGNUM 2.8 V6 TURBO, FROM £2,000
Now this is one of the best kept secrets 
in the performance Vauxhall world! 
What you’re getting here is basically a 
slightly de-tuned version of the 2.8-litre 
turbocharged engine you’ll fi nd in the 
Vectra VXR. But because it has 
swapped the VXR badge for an Elite 
one you’ll save thousands on the car 
and hundreds on your insurance.
As I write this there’s a 65,000-mile, 
FSH example on Auto Trader for 
£2,500, what a 230-bhp bargain that is. 
That’s not all – the Z28NET engine is 
capable of 300bhp with a few bolt on 
mods and a remap! I want one and for 
that money I might buy one.

E30 TOURING, FROM £1000 (IF YOU’RE LUCKY)
The prices of E30s are going through the roof at the moment, but you can still get a 318 for sensible-ish money. Retro coolness is just a set 
of wheels and some lows away! But be quick, prices are on the rise…
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Beemers make 
expensive bike racks

VOLVO 240, FROM £1,500
For some reason 
(probably drifting), in 
the last couple of years 
old skool Volvos have 
become uber-cool. Not 
so long ago people 
would have paid you 
to take them off their 
hands, now you’ll be 
paying strong money 
for a poverty spec 240 
that’s been to the moon 
and back via Mars. 
But when you can 
make them look this 
fappin’ cool it’s still a 
cheap price to pay! 

Old 
Skool 
Drool



Everything’s big in California
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Dreaming
IF YOU’RE GONNA DREAM, YOU MIGHT AS WELL DREAM 

BIG – THAT’S THE AMERICAN WAY

Y
ou’ll often hear Yanks say everything is bigger in Texas, 
but I’m not so sure. Personally I reckon you have to 
look a little further west to see everything go completely 
and utterly batshit. 

And I’m not talking about Las Vegas in Nevada, which 
most people think is the craziest place on Earth. They’re wrong. 
Nope, cast you eyes in an even more westerly direction and you’ll 
land on California, home to some of the biggest, baddest and most 
insane stuff you’ll fi nd anywhere on the planet. 

Only in Cali can you witness places like Santa Monica’s Muscle 
Beach where even the women can crack your skull between thumb 
and forefi nger with less effort than squishing a grape. And then 
there’s Beverly Hills, where the houses are just as massive as the 
implants tucked under the Victoria Secret underclangers of the 
ladies inside ’em, especially in the one where Hugh Hefner lives. 

They even have the world’s largest box of raisins in California. 
I bet you didn’t know that eh? (Thanks Wikipedia!)

The cars are a tad on the huge side too. Everyone and their dog 
has a F350 or a Hummer in LA, usually with an Uzi in the boot. And 
even those are dwarfed by the military-spec Humvee driven by 
their former governor, a huge Austrian fella with arms like boulders, 
who’s actually a sophisticated robot, sent back through time to 
chang… (okay, stop it now – Jules).

My point is, California is properly bonkers. Which makes it a place 
where standing out from the crowd isn’t as easy as you might 
imagine. So what do you do, say, if you’re the CEO of one of the 
most awe-inspiring custom wheel companies out there, and you’re 
looking to build your perfect daily driving demo car? You simply 
have to go even bigger than everyone else. And I guess that goes 
somewhere to explain David Nguyen’s crazy wide-body BMW 
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Touring. I suppose, as the boss at VIP 
Modular, he can’t exactly tool around town 
in a clapped out Chrysler Neon right? 

Now it has to be said the 5 Series 
‘Wagon’ may be a big ol’ bruiser here in the 
UK but in the States it’s seen as a relatively 
mid-sized motor. What makes David’s car 
the biggest and baddest out there though  
is a spec list that’s relatively short but 
thoroughly distinguished. That and how 
quickly he achieved his legendary status  
on the streets. 

Have you ever seen that classic film 
where the kid wishes to be big and ends  
up as Tom Hanks? What was it called?  
(Er, Big? – Initial G). Well, that’s pretty much 
what happened with the build. David made 
a little wish, got in a shed load of his 
industry mates, and three weeks later his 
Beemer wasn’t just bigger. With it’s 20-inch 
hoops and more than a couple of inches  
of extra girth on the body it was nothing 
short of colossal.

The car’s actually been through a few 
wheel and colour changes since then but, 
as a whole, every single mod is as high-end 
as is humanly possible and installed by 
some of the biggest names in America. Of 
course David’s industry status must have 

helped. You don’t run a wheel firm without 
knowing how to make a deal with the right 
people… a set of wheels here, a custom 
interior there – you know the score. I 
wouldn’t be at all surprised if there’s more 
than a couple of folks at Buddha Concept 
Designs and Ranz Industries rolling around 
on a fresh new set of forged rims. 

Speaking of high-end hoopage. You 
would think, as the car perfectly showcases 
them, those enormous 10 and 11x20-inch 
forged hoops, in all their lovingly machined 
and hand-brushed glory, would be David’s 
favourite mod. In fact, it goes against every 
fibre of my being not to call this feature 
‘Wagon Wheels’ – a little obvious maybe, 
but it certainly fits. That’s not the case 
though. David freely admits it’s the one-off 
steel bodywork that really tickles his 
sensitive bits. I guess seeing some of the 
world’s finest hoops everyday must get  
a little old… Yeah, okay, maybe not. 

The interior is pretty big on the money-
spent side too. There’s been absolutely no 
expense spared on the custom audio, air 
ride install or retrim. And as for those brakes 
– I drove to work this morning in a car with 
wheels smaller than the 16-inch front 
rotors… or the 15s on the rear for that 

matter. Come to think of it, who’s ever heard 
of wafer-thin 295/25 tyres too? Yes 295 
wide. I didn’t know they made rubber that 
big this side of a Cali porn studio!

If you need any more proof that things 
only get bigger in the USA, by the time you 
read this, a mental turbo upgrade will see 
the 370bhp lump hitting more like 650bhp. 
Then again, this guy works fast. By now it 
could be sporting the 200mph M5 V10 he’s 
also got his eye on. 

I guess those Visit California TV ads have 
been right all along. In America there’s no 
prizes for dreaming small. 



DAVID NGUYEN 
“Midge, is it true you call 
this the Touring model and 
not the Wagon in Europe?”

Yeah that’s right. It’s the 535 
Touring over here mate.

“That’s crazy! And you call 
Wagons, Estates too?”

Well, Wagon, Estate, 
Touring… you say tomato, 
I say tomato.

“You know that saying 
doesn’t work when you 
write it down, right?”

Hang on there a minute 
pal, I’m meant to be 
interviewing you!
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David is certainly 
beaming with pride

Where the magic 
happens

TECH SPEC: 535XI
EXTERIOR: 
Custom metal wide body by Buddha Concept 
Designs; Ranz Industries custom Cali blue paint; 
Prior Design body kit; BCD custom roof spoiler; 
Extreme Dimension hood.

CHASSIS: 
Wheels/tires: 10 and 11x20-inch VC13 with fl at lips 
and full handbrushing; Toyo Proxes 255/30x20 (front) 
and 295/25x20 (rear); #becausebags custom Air Lift 
struts; AccuAir management; 16-inch Rotora discs 
with 12-pot callipers (front) and 15-inch Rotora discs 
with 4-pot callipers (rear).

TUNING: 
OE tuning performance program; Injen intake;
Evolution Racewerks intercooler and exhaust.    

INTERIOR: 
MV Designz custom audio video; Sony PS3; 
motorised 24-inch LCD TV; custom octagon pattern 
in leather and suede by Deluxe Interior. 

THANKS
VIP Modular (www.vipmodular.com); Ranz Industries; 
Buddha Concept Designs; Deluxe Interior; 
#becausebags; AccuAir; Toyo Tires; MV Designz; 
MFest; Heavy Hitters; Sexy Wheels.
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FASTPROJECTS

SLIM JULES’ BMW 335I P94
It’s no secret that Jules is power hungry (with an emphasis on hungry) and this month’s shopping list proves it. 

MAIN MODS: YOKOHAMA ADVAN SPORT V105 TYRES • HYDRO DIPPED INTERIOR • 3SDM 0.04 ALLOYS

Start Never Finished

TRICKY’S PUG 309 THUNDERSALOON P103
It’s race time again for the Project FC309 Thundersaloon. Can it follow up its winning start to the season…?
Start Never Finished

INITIAL G’S HONDA CIVIC TYPE R P100
It’s that time of the month G gets all moody, has a short temper and is a nightmare to be around.Yup, it’s MoT time…

MAIN MODS:TDI NORTH K24/20 N/A MOTOR • TITAN M/S ITBs •YOKO ADO8S • TAKATA SEATS AND HARNESSES

Start Never Finished

• • • •

Midge gets his hands on a fi rm and purposeful new rack, oo-er!
Start Never Finished

P96MIDGE’S AUDI TT 225

GLENDA’S AX VTS P98
Glenn didn’t manage to fi nd any time to work on his baby Citroën. But fortunately someone else did… 

MAIN MODS: 106 GTI ENGINE • JENVEY THROTTLE BODIES • 8 AND 9.5X15IN IMAGE WHEELS • OMP ROLL-CAGE

Start Never Finished

JAPFEST’S SUBARU IMPREZA
We’ve teamed up with Japfest to giveaway the perfect project base car. But fi rst some mods…
Start Never Finished

MAIN MODS: ROTA TITAN WHEELS • TOYO PROXES RUBBER • MORE TO COME

P104 



JULES’ BMW 335I

FASTPROJECTS
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Mmmm Milltek

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER AND MSTYLE KNOW THEIR STUFF…
The sole reason I went for the 
335i over other E92 models 
was because of the 3.0-litre 
twin turbo engine that lurks 
beneath the bonnet. It has 
huge potential to hit good 
power fi gures without 
spending fortunes. 

The aim has always been 
400bhp, and it still is! But after 
speaking to the guys at 
MStyle they advised that the 
standard turbos don’t really 
like being pushed past 
380bhp and that if I wanted a 
reliable 400-plus bhp car I’d 
need to look at upgrading the 
blowers. Now, this was a bit of 
a kick in the wallet. But not as 
big a kick as it could have 
been as the guys were 
breaking a 335i with a hybrid 
turbo upgrade that had only 

covered 500-miles – and this 
car also had a set of AR 
Design downpipes with race 
cats up for grabs! These are 
pukka fabricated items and 
would cost the best part of a 
grand shipped over from the 
States, so when Paul offered 
them to me along with the 
turbos for a knocked down 
price, I found it impossible 
to resist. What was I saying 
about the car not costing 
a fortune? Never mind!

Next on the shopping list 
was an exhaust that could 
do the build justice and keep 
inline with the other Gucci 
parts on the car, so the choice 
was obvious… Milltek Sport! 

Milltek are a huge name in 
the exhaust world and have 
a deserved reputation for 

building some of the best 
off-the-shelf exhaust 
systems around. I know this 
only too well as I fi tted one 
of their systems to my last 
project. So the order was 
placed for a full system 
comprising of cat 
replacement silencers, centre 
section, connecting pipes and 
rear sections boasting 10cm 
cans. Not only will this help 
with air-fl ow, but when 
matched to the downpipes it’s 
going to sound throaty! Add 
all these items to the Forge 
Intercooler and a remap and 
my aim of 400bhp should be 
safely in the bank. Fingers 
crossed anyway!

I also asked the MStyle 
technicians to give the car a 
good going over as the night 

before I dropped it off it 
sprang a coolant leak. 
Unfortunately they found 
a gearbox oil leak too, a 
common problem on the auto 
boxes, so they’ve sorted that 
along with the dodgy water 
pump that was causing the 
coolant leak! 

An expensive week, but 
when I get the car back I 
know it’s going to be 100 
percent and ready to push 
some M3s out the way! 

The name of quality



PARTS
Milltek exhaust system .........£1057
MStyle maintenance ............£1,002
Turbos ..................................£1,250
AR Design downpipes.............£450

Total ......................................£Ouch
Contacts
www.millteksport.com
www.mstyle.co.uk

More tuning and a couple 
of styling upgrades too!

THIS MONTH

THIS MONTH
Forge are suppling the cooling

It’s what’s on the 
inside that counts

MAXIMISE
ENGINE
PERFORMANCE

®

WATERLESS ENGINE COOLANTS

Find your nearest stockist www.evanscoolants.co.uk

Improves Combustion, Maximises BHP • Reduces Corrosion
Boiling Point Above 180°C • 75% Less Vapour Pressure



OH I DO LOVE A NICE RACK…

FASTPROJECTS

MIDGE’S AUDI TT 225
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What a crackin’ rack

On hearing the news that 
Jules’ Beemer had become a 
lot faster my TT immediately 
spat its dummy, or more 
precisely its steering rack, 
this month. 

Coming back to your car to 
fi nd a puddle of green goo 
underneath and a shriek 
from the PS pump not unlike 
Mickey Mouse with his nuts 
trapped in a door isn’t the 
most pleasant way to start 
your week, I can tell you. 

It’s a common problem with 
Audis. What happens is the 
rack rusts out, the seals go 
and before you know it all 
your power steering fl uid 
pisses out of the gaiters, 
creates a nice oily mess on 
the road and gets you right 
in the shit with the local 
Environmental Health. Apart 
from a replacement rack 
there’s no cure either, so 
that’s exactly what I had to 
get. First I went to my local 

Audi dealer and, shortly after 
laughing in their face at the 
850-odd quid (plus VAT) they 
wanted for the part, left. Then 
I did what I should have done 
in the fi rst place, on 
recommendation of a mate of 
mine (you haven’t got any 
mates – Jules) I phoned the 
guys at Western Power 
Steering in Bristol. These 
guys can supply fully 
recondition units to 
anywhere in the UK or fi t 
them on site in their 
workshop. As I was at my 
Mum’s in sunny Dartford at 
the time I opted for the former, 
and decided to mess up her 
drive instead. On a TT the 
rack is a subframe-out job, 
which isn’t the nicest, but I 
was spurred on by the fact 
the new part was there the 
next day and it looked pretty 
fappin’ fantastic. It all took 
quite a while (it’s far easier 
with a ramp) but it’s simple 

enough to swap over, all I 
need to do now is have the 
tracking adjusted, just in 
case I’ve put it out a little. 

There’s no hassle with the 
exchange of the old part 
either, Western Power 
Steering will send a courier 
to pick that up and soon 
enough it’ll be reconditioned 
and sitting in someone else’s 
TT – it could be yours!   

One other tip with Audis is 
to always use the OEM fl uid 

because anything else will 
rot the seals. Come to think of 
it, I can’t remember if I did that 
last time or slung some 
generic shite in - that’s 
probably what got me into 
this mess in the fi rst place! 

Anyway, the eagle-eyed 
amongst you may have 
noticed I’ve also removed the 
front anti-roll bar from the 
subframe too. Well, there’s a 
reason for that. Keep tuned 
readers, keep tuned!

Midge’s TT has had a 
little accident…
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PARTS
TT Quattro Steering Rack .......£250 
(exchange)

Total ........................................£250

Contacts
Western Power Steering
www.westernpowersteering.co.uk 

THIS MONTH

We still love the colour… 
of Midge’s Mum’s plants

Old Vs New

It’s all a bit saggy

“Don’t make a mess on my 
drive!” Said Mummy Midge. 

Good luck with that…
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GLENDA’S AX VTS
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Lovely bushes

Stop: Hammer time

THE AX GETS BUSHED….
First off apologies, it’s been a 
while since my last update, 
but a lack of cash has meant 
not much action on the AX 
front. However, this month I 
managed to make a start on 
sorting out the bushes. Ever 
since I’ve owned the AX 
(which is a very long time) 
I’ve had standard bushes, but 
as my aim is to turn this into 
a track weapon they 
obviously need upgrading. 

With a lot of upgrades it’s 
sometimes hard to know who 
to spend your money with, 
but when it comes to bushes 
there’s one name that stands 
out from the crowd, yep you 
guessed it, Powerfl ex! Since 
1996 these guys have been 
pushing the boundaries of 
what can be done with 
polyurethane and for as long 
as I can remember they’ve 
been the market leader in 
high performance 

suspension bushes.
So, why should you 

upgrade your bushes? Well, 
your suspension bushes 
undergo a lot of stress and 
strain in their lifetime and 
naturally they deteriorate 
with age. They become softer 
and more fl exible, which 
means more movement of 
your suspension 
components, which has a 
negative effect over the 
suspension’s geometry. The 
result of this is excessive 
tyre wear, poor braking 
stability and really bad 
handling. Not good, especially 
if you’re rinsing your motor 
around a track.

Powerfl ex now offer two 
ranges of bushes and 
mounts, their famous purple 
range that you’ll no doubt 
know about and their new 
‘Black Series’ which are 
marketed as the ‘ultimate 

performance motorsport 
track and race bushes’. As 
you can see from the pics I 
chose the latter as the focus 
of this build is track. The 
‘Black Series’ versions are 
25% stiffer than the purple 
bushes and offer the best 
and most accurate alignment 
for your chassis and chassis 
geometry, which means 
enhanced handling and 
chassis performance.

Parts wise I’ve gone full 
hog and done the lot, so that’s 
mounts for the 106 GTi rear 
beam, anti-roll bar bushes 
and wishbone front and rear 
bushes. Once again, I used 
the services of Ramp It Up at 
Bristol for fi tting, as this 
wasn’t something I wanted to 
do on the drive. As most of the 
car had recently been taken 
apart for the new 
suspension, the removal 
process was straightforward 

and easy. God bless you 
copper grease! Fitting was 
quite straight forward, 
though we did need a press 
for one stubborn bush. Next 
on the job sheet; brakes. 
Anyone got the number 
for Tarox?



PARTS
Powerfl ex Black Series wishbone 
front bush ............................£44.60
Powerfl ex Black Series wishbone 
rear bush .............................£33.40
Powerfl ex Black Series anti-roll bar 
bush .....................................£27.82
Powerfl ex Black Series anti-roll 
outer bar bush .....................£34.20
Powerfl ex Black Series rear beam 
mounts ................................£80.88
Ramp It Up ½ day ramp hire .....£45

Total .................................. £265.90

Contacts 
www.powerfl ex.co.uk
01895 460033
www.ramp-it-up.co.uk
0117 9595148

More stopping power. It’s TAROX 
time baby!

NEXT MONTH
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THIS MONTH

Old and new

Get in there
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There comes a point in every 
car fan’s life when the old 
palms get a bit sweaty and 
they start to fret a bit more 
than usual (like when you 
hear a subtle new noise you 
have never heard before 
from somewhere, that turns 
out to be a loose something 
or other left in your glovebox 
by your better half). Yes folks, 
it’s MoT time!

Fortunately my buddy and 
fellow Type R driver Jamie 
works at a garage as an MoT 
tester. Handy as it’s always 
nice to know that the guy 
doing it knows his stuff and 
appreciates some of the 
crazy bits and bobs we bolt 
onto our cars.

Fortunately most of the 
parts that can wear have 
been replaced of late – new 
Polybush inserts all round, 
track rod ends and of course 
new tyres ready to go on. 

In the end after much poking 
and prodding, all that was 
needed was a new front 
wiper blade. My front brake 
pads are getting low, but 
I have a new set ready to 
go on along with some new 
matching Tarox discs, so 
that is that covered.

With the MoT taken care of, 
it was time to pop over to the 
other end of the garage to 
get the new tyres on.

I have run the AD08s 
before and love them. They 
are more than up to the job in 
the wet and are stunning in 
the dry, coping well with the 
power going through the 
front end. These are a new 
compound designated R. 
Where Yokohama/Advan 
have kept the well proven, 
grippy tread pattern but 
have tweaked the tyre 
compound to add a little 
more high speed 

INITIAL G’S CIVIC TYPE R
performance and give the 
tyre a little more wear 
resistance. All good things. 
I look forward to trying 
those out soon.

It was simple enough for 

Jamie to unbolt the old 
Advans and install the new 
ones, whilst I drank tea, 
looked at others cars and ate 
biscuits (actually there were 
no biscuits – hint hint!).

A wiggle here…

… a prod there…

More than you can afford, Fewwwawi!
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THE DREADED MOT TIME, BOOOOOO! NEW TYRES FITTED, YAAAAAAAY!



PARTS
Yokohama AD08 R tyres .........£500
Fitting ........................................£20
MoT ..........................................£35

Total ........................................£555

Contacts 
Yokohama
www.yokohama.co.uk
Repton MoT and Service Centre

Hi ho, hi ho, it’s off to TDI North I go. 
More exciting tuney parts!

Easy does it Jamie Yes I know they could 
be a bit cleaner

…and a tweak under there

Ta dahhhhhh
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NEXT MONTH





WE ARE AT HOME AT BRANDS HATCH, BUT TYRE 
DEGRADATION HIT US HARD!

FASTPROJECTS

TRICKY’S PUG FC309
I’m not one to make excuses, 
but we have a problem 
Houston and we need to get it 
sorted! After spending three 
years re-developing the car, 
which was designed and 
built in the early 90s, all our 
efforts to make it go faster 
have suddenly become 
handicapped by a lack of grip 
at the front end. For one it 
needs more rubber and two, 
new tyres more frequently! At 
the end of the last race at 
Silverstone, where I was 
suffering with understeer, we 
were unsure of the reasons, 
but now know the tyres were 
pretty much shot, and what 
rubber was left was pretty 
much useless now the car is 
so powerful and being driven 

by some bloomin’ large 
rubber at the back! So 
basically, although you have 
50-percent of the tyre wear 
left, its not as good and as 
sticky as the fi rst 50-percent! 

At the next meeting at 
Brands we went out to 
qualify on the same tyres we 
used at Silverstone, which 
looked okay with about 
50-percent of the wear marks 
still visible, but it was soon 
plain-to-see, that the bends 
that gave us a little problem 
last year were now causing 
bigger problems with front 
end grip, hence, only a 3rd 
place grid position, and one 
second off of our 2014 pace!

My brother Danny chased 
hard off the start and 

grabbed 2nd place for a few 
laps from the little red Elan 
(now bearing Ford BDG 
power!) but the dreaded 
understeer put pay to him 
staying there, and had to 
settle for 3rd place overall, 
with the Orange RSR YB 
Escort reaping the honours 
up front once again.

Next it was my turn, and 
although taking the lead for a 
few moments in the fi rst lap 
gave me hope, time told the 
story and the car was 
limping on tight right 
handers just like she did 
before. So much in fact, that 
4th, 5th and 6th place were all 
chomping on my tailgate for 
most of the race. Some 
defensive driving helped me 

PARTS
Modifi cations ........None this month

Total ......................................£nada

Contacts
David Stallard Photography
www.davidstallardphotography.com
FC Team 309
www.309thundersaloon.com
CSCC
www.classicsportscarclub.co.uk

THIS MONTH

… BrandsSilverstone to…

Wayne Craptree in the 
Escort RSRT kept 

Tricky honest

Burning rubber

Photography: David Stallard and Toni Parker-Morris

to another 3rd overall but the 
lack of grip has sent the team 
deep into thoughts about 
getting it sorted for Mallory 
Park at the beginning of 
August. Watch this space!
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JAPFEST’S SCOOBY WRX

FASTPROJECTS
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LOOKING BETTER ALREADY!
The Japfest WRX has been 
working hard all month 
travelling around the country 
to various events and, loosely 
translated, that means we’ve 
had a job getting our grubby 
mitts on it for more than 5 
minutes. Those boys at 
Japfest HQ have obviously 
been having wayyy to much 
fun in the Hawkeye!

There was a rather special 
delivery that soon persuaded 
them to hand over the keys 
though – thanks to Toyo UK 
the Rota Titan rims are now 
wrapped in some rather tasty 
new rubber.

Now, we all know that 
bolting on a new set of hoops 
is an almost magical 
experience that changes the 
look of the car but, in the 
performance stakes, it’s made 
all the better when you’re 
fi tting boots that you can 
depend on in any situation. 
Toyo have been a big name in 
our scene for as far back as I 
can remember and their 
Proxes T1R tyres not only 

come in at a great price but 
they also have one of the best 
reputations on the street for 
what’s scientifi cally known 
as ‘all round rubbery 
goodness.’ That’s bloody 
handy too - even with a 
standard WRX, there’s plenty 
of horsepowers to lay down 
on all four corners! 

After a trip to the local tyre 
shop, it was just a case of 
slapping them on and taking 
it out for a super-sideways 
(er, you mean super-sensible 
– Jules) test drive, naturally 
for journalistic research 
purposes you understand. 

Well, as me and my big, fat 
grin will testify, you get 
everything you expect from a 
top brand like Toyo – plenty of 
grip, better handling 
characteristics and a warm 
fuzzy feeling inside that can 
only come when you didn’t 
try to save a tenner and go 
for the budget ditch-fi nders. 

Anyway, what with the 
wheels and tyres, that’s well 
over a grands worth of top kit 

already, and we’ve hardly 
even started yet! As for 
what’s up next, I think that’s 
pretty obvious from the 
pictures. Top of the list has to 

be a spot of lowering – at the 
moment it’s looking more like 
some sort of Chelsea tractor 
than a FC street weapon, and 
we can’t have that!

Toyo Proxes, baby!



PARTS
Toyo Proxes T1R 225/40x18...........
.......................................£87 (each)
4x Rota Titan Rims (8.5x18-inch) ...
................................................£880

Total ......................................£1228

Contacts 
www.toyo.co.uk 
www.rarerims.co.uk
www.japfest2.co.uk

You could fi t a tree in that 
arch gap! Not for long…

White on silver looks killer

The NUTS

Righty loosey…

… lefty tighty
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THIS MONTH

WIN ME!Don’t forget, this one could be 

yours. Just get yourself along to 

this year’s events to fi nd out how 

you could be parking this rather 

spanky WRX on your drive at the 
end of the season…www.japfest2.co.uk 



WHEELFITMENT
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Make Model    PCD Centrebore
Alfa Romeo 159 (2005 - ) 5x110 65.1

166 (1998 - 2007) 5x108 58.1
Aston Martin Vantage 5x114.3 68.1
Audi A1 (2010 - ) 5x100 57.1

A3 (8L 1996 - 2003) 5x100 57.1
A3 (8P 2003 - ) 5x112 57.1
A4 (8E 2000 - 2004) 5x112 57.1
A4 (B8 2007 - ) 5x112 66.6
A6 (1999 - 2011) 5x112 57.1
A6 (2011 - ) 5x112 66.6
A8 (4E 2002 - 2010) 5x112 57.1
A8 (4H 2010 - ) 5x112 66.6
RS6 (4B 2002 - 2004) 5x112 57.1
S3 (1999 - 2003) 5x100 57.1
S3 (2006 - ) 5x112 57.1
S4 (1994 - 2001) 5x112 57.1
TT 8J (2007 - ) 5x112 57.1
TT 8N (2003 - 2007) 5x100 57.1

Bentley Continental GT 5x112 57.1
BMW 1 Series  (2004 - ) 5x120 72.6

3 Series E30 (1982 - 1990) 4x100 57.1
3 Series E36 – F30 (1990 - ) 5x120 72.6
5 Series E28, E34  (1985 - 1995) 5x120 72.6
5 Series E39 (1995 - 2003) 5x120 74.1
5 Series E60 – F11 (2003 - ) 5x120 72.6
6 Series (1976 - ) 5x120 72.6
7 Series (1977 - ) 5x120 72.6
Z3 (1996 - 2003) 5x120 72.6
Z4 (2002 - ) 5x120 72.6

Citroen AX (4 stud) 4x108 65.1
C1 4x100 54.1
C2 4x108 65.1
C3 4x108 65.1
C4 4x108 65.1
DS3 4x108 65.1
Saxo 4x108 65.1

Chevrolet Corvette C4 5x120.5 70.5
Ford Escort RS Cosworth 4x108 63.3

Fiesta (all) 4x108 63.3
Focus (1998 - 2004) 4x108 63.3
Focus (2004 - ) 5x108 63.3
Focus RS (2009 - ) 5x108 63.3
Ka (1996 – 2008) 4x108 63.3
Mondeo (1993 - 2000) 4x108 63.3
Mondeo (2000 - ) 5x108 63.3
Puma (1997 - 2001) 4x108 63.3
Sierra Cosworth (1990 -1992) 4x108 63.4
StreetKa (2003 - 2006) 4x108 63.3

Ferrari 355 5x108 67

Fiat Punto (1993 - ) 4x98 58.1
Coupe (1993 - 2000) 4x98 58.1
Bravo (1995 - ) 4x98 58.1

Honda Accord (2003 - ) 5x114.3 64.1
CRX (1984 - 2000) 4x100 56.1
Civic (1983 to 2006) 4x100 56.1
Civic (from 2006) 5x114.3 64.1
Civic Type R (All) 5x114.3 64.1
Integra Type R 5x114.3 64.1
Jazz 4x100 56.1
S2000 5x114.3 64.1

Infi niti G35 (2003 - 2007) 5x114.3 66.1
Land Rover Freelander (1998 - 2006) 5x114.3 64.1

Freelander II (2006 - ) 5x108 63.4
Range Rover II P38 (1995 - 2002) 5x120 70.1
Range Rover Sport (2005 -) 5x120 72.6
Range Rover Evoque 5x108 63.4

Lexus GS 300/430 5x114.3 60.1

IS 200 5x114.3 60.1
LS 400/430 5x114.3 60.1
LS460/600 5x120 60.1

Lotus Elise S2 (Front 2002 - ) 4x100 56.6
Maserati Grand Sport 5x108 67.1
Mazda RX-7 5x114.3 59.6

RX-8 5x114.3 67.1
MX-5 (1990 - 2005) 4x100 54.1
MX-5 (2005- ) 5x114.3 67.1

Maybach 62S 5x112 66.6
Mercedes 190 5x112 66.6

A-Class (all) 5x112 66.6
C63 AMG 5x112 66.6
C-Class (all) 5x112 66.6
CL 5x112 66.6
CLC 5x112 66.6
CLK 5x112 66.6
CLS 5x112 66.6
E63 AMG 5x112 66.6
E-Class (all) 5x112 66.6

MG ZR 4x100 56.1
ZS 4x100 56.1
ZT 5x100 56.1

Mini (New) Cooper (all) 4x100 56.1
One (all) 4x100 56.1

Mitsubishi Lancer Evo I, 2, 3 4x114.3 67.1
Lancer Evo, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 5x114.3 67.1
Colt (1992 - 2004) 4x100 56.1
FTO 5x114 67.1

Nissan 200SX S12, S13 4x114.3 66.1
200SX S14, S15 5x114.3 66.1
300ZX Z31/Z32 (1989 - 1992) 5x114.3 66.1

PCD Fitment Guide
Of course we couldn’t list every single car in the history of the universe, 
we just don’t have the pages, but here’s the majority of the scene’s core 
motors (and a few wacky OEM+ options).



PCD / Centrebore
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350Z (2002 - 2009) 5x114.3 66.1
370Z (2009 - ) 5x114.3 66.1
GT-R (2008 - ) 5x114.3 66.1
Juke (2010 - ) 5x114.3 66.1
Micra (1993 - 2003) 4x100 59.1
Micra (2010 - ) 4x100 60.1
Skyline R32 (GTS only) 4x114.3 66.1
Skyline R32, R33, R34 (1989 - 2002) 5x114.3 66.1
Sunny (1991 - 1995) 4x100 59.1

Peugeot 106 (4 stud 1992 - 2005) 4x108 65.1
107 (2005 - ) 4x100 54.1
205 (1986 - 1996) 4x108 65.1
206 (1998 - 2009) 4x108 65.1
207 (2006 - ) 4x108 65.1
207CC (2007 - ) 4x108 65.1
306 (1993 - 2001) 4x108 65.1
307 (2001 - 2009) 4x108 65.1
406 (1995 - 2004) 4x108 65.1
406 Coupe (1996 - 2005) 4x108 65.1

Porsche 911 (993, 996, 997 all GT) 5x130 71.6
924 (1976 - 1987) 4x108 57.1
928 (1978 - 1995) 5x130 71.6
944 (1987 - 1991) 5x130 71.6
Boxster (1996 - ) 5x130 71.6
Cayenne (2002 - ) 5x130 71.6
Cayman (2004 - ) 5x130 71.6
Panamera (2009 - ) 5x130 71.6

Renault Clio (1990 - ) 4x100 60.1
Clio V6 5x108 60.1
Megane (1996 - 2008 ) 4x100 60.1
Megane 3 from 2008 5x114.3 66.1
Megane 225 Sport 5x108 60.1
Twingo 4x100 60.1

SEAT Arosa 4x100 57.1
Ibiza 2002 to 2008 5x100 57.1
Ibiza from 2008 5x100 57.1
Ibiza (4 stud) 4x100 57.1
Leon from 2005 5x112 57.1
Leon to 2005 5x100 57.1

Skoda Fabia 5x100 57.1
Octavia (from 2005) 5x112 57.1
Octavia (to 2005) 5x100 57.1
Superb 5x112 57.1

Subaru Impreza 5x100 56.1
Impreza STI, WRX (1993-04) 5x100 56.1
Impreza STI (2005-) 5x114.3 56.1

Suzuki Swift (from 2005) 4x100 54.1
Swift Sport 2006 5x114.3 60.1
Wagon R 4x100 54.1

Toyota Celica (to 1999) 5x100 54.1
Corolla (1987 - 2007) 4x100 54.1
Corolla (2007 - ) 5x114.3 60.1
MR2 (from 2001) 4x100 54.1
MR2 (to 2001) 5x114.3 60.1
Yaris (all) 4x100 54.1
GT86 5x100 56.1
Supra 1, 2 5x114.3 60.1

Vauxhall Astra F, G (1991 - 2004) 4 stud 4x100 56.5
Astra G, 5 stud (1998 - 2004) 5x110 65.1
Astra H (2004 - 2009) 4x100 56.6
Astra H 5 stud (2004 - 2009) 5x110 65.1
Calibra 4x100 56.5
Calibra (V6 Turbo) 5x110 65.1
Corsa B, C, D (1993 -) 4 stud 4x100 56.6
Corsa C, D (2000 -) 5 stud 5x110 65.1
Insignia (2008 - ) 5x120 67.1
Nova A (1982 - 1993) 4x100 56.6
Vectra A, B, C (5 stud) 5x110 65.1
Vectra A, B (4 stud) 4x100 56.6

Volkswagen Amarok (2010 - ) 5x120 65.1
Bora (1998 -2005) 5x100 57.1
Caddy (1996 - 2003) 4x100 57.1
Corrado (1988 - 1996) 4x100 57.1
Corrado VR6 (1991 - 1996) 5x100 57.1
EOS (2006 - ) 5x112 57.1
Fox (2005 - ) 5x100 57.1
Golf 1, 2, 3 (1979 - 1997) 4x100 57.1
Golf 3 GTI/VR6 (1991 - 1997) 5x100 57.1
Golf 4 (1997 - 2004) 5x100 57.1
Golf 5, 6 (2003 -) 5x112 57.1
Jetta (1985 - 1991) 4x100 57.1
Jetta (2005 - ) 5x112 57.1
Lupo (1998 - 2005) 4x100 57.1
New Beetle (1998 - ) 5x100 57.1
Passat (1983 - 1996) 4x100 57.1
Passat B5, B6, B7, CC (1996 -) 5x112 57.1
Phaeton (2002 - ) 5x112 57.1
Polo (1994 - 2001) 4x100 57.1
Polo (2001 - ) 5x100 57.1
Scirocco II (1981 - 1992) 4x100 57.1
Scirocco III (2008 - ) 5x112 57.1
Touareg (2002 -) diesel 5x130 57.1
Touareg VR5 TDI (2002 - 2010) 5x120 65.1
Transporter T4 5x112 57.1
Transporter T5 (2003 - ) 5x120 65.1
Vento (1992 - 1998) 4x100 57.1
Vento VR6 (1995 - 1998) 5x100 57.1

Volvo 340 4x100 52.1
C30 (2006 - ) 5x108 63.4
C70 (1998 - 2006) 5x108 65.1
S60R (2003 - 2010) 5x108 65.1
S70 (1997 - 2000) 5x108 65.1
S80 (1998 - 2006) 5x108 65.1
V70 (2007 - ) 5x108 63.4



Readers’ Rides

SCIROCCO
TOP MODS:
3-inch stainless exhaust, K&N

Typhoon induction kit, EGR

delete, single mass flywheel

with stage-3 clutch, FMIC,

remap,Air Lift V2 system, 9.5

and 11x19-inch 3-piece

Rotiform ROCs, smoothed

bonnet, tailgate, and bumper,

colour coded side strips and

mirror bases, gloss black

grills, blue callipers, EBC

brakes, airbrushed piston

skills on air tank, custom

‘sheep style’ gear knob, white

leather and blue Alcantara

retrim, Alcantara roof and door 

linings, Defi  boost gauge

MARK SHEPSTONE’S SCIROCCO
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FC Says: Here comes another from the German 

contingent and, again, it’s a bloody good one. 

Here at FC we’ve been lusting after the Scirocco 

since they launched ‘em in 2008 and Mark’s 

sexy little number just makes us want one even 

more. Badly. 
Rocking the streets with arguably the best 

TDi engine ever put in a road car, this one has 

had the full complement of tuning shizzle 

making it a knat’s bollock shy of 200bhp and 

with enough torque to pull the beard off our 

Glenda. Yes, it’s quick but where it really comes 

into its own is on the styling – I mean, just how 

stunning is this bugger sitting on those 3-piece 

Rotiforms? They’re a whopping 11-inches wide 

at the rear too. Christ alive!

This one gives new meaning to the words 

full-retrim too – have a butchers under that 

bonnet will ya. If I know my Editor you’ll be 

seeing more of this one in FC very soon!



Now for the most important cars in the world – yours!

TECHSPEC
BMW M3
TOP MODS: 
19-inch BMW Competition 
wheels, Pirelli P-Zero 
rubber, K&N fi lter, Ram Air 
intakes, Supersprint F1 
exhaust, de-cat, limiter 
removed, stage-2 remap

JACK BULLEN’S BMW E92 M3

TECHSPEC
VW Polo 
TOP MODS: 
1.8T 20V conversion, Forge 
Split-R valve, 3-inch 
downpipe to 2.5-inch rear 
section, Weitec coilovers, 
Compomotive MO5 alloys, 
Wilwood 4-pot brakes, 
Custom Cages weld in cage, 
6N2 dash and door cards, 
Corbeau buckets, resprayed 
Seat Shadow grey
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FC Says: I wish I had an M3 when I was 28, shit, 

I wouldn’t say no now – especially one with 

over 460BHP. You’ve just gotta love an N/A 

Beemer V8. Apparently it took our Jack over a 

year to fi nd the right car and he thought that 

would easily be enough – quite obviously that 

plan soon went out of the window. With a few 

breathing mods and a stage-2 map it’s now 

kicking some serious power but even more 

than that, it sounds fookin’ mental. That’s what 

we like to hear, quite literally.

JOSH TAYLOR’S POLO 

FC Says: There’s still loads of 6N Polo’s 

on the street and that’s a good thing 

because they’ve always been 

awesome little motors. Josh’s VW 

hatch is something a tad more 

bonkers than normal though because 

it’s running the almighty VAG 1.8T 20v. 

Yep, with a conversion like this it’s 

bound to be rapid but we like the fact 

that he’s also kept the styling stealthy 

with a set of Compos and a respray in 

SEAT Shadow grey. In fact, only the 

seats and cage hint at the fact that 

this car could easily rip your face off. If 

you see this one in your mirror – move 

the chuff over!
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SHOW US WHAT YOU’VE GOT!
Here’s your chance to show off both your ride and your photography skills in the pages of FC. To enter your car just open a fresh new email, put ‘Readers’ Rides Submission’ 
in the subject line and send us a few pics of the best bits (larger than 1MB with no ghosting or logos, and you must have the photographer’s permission) along with a short 
spec and a paragraph telling us why your motor deserves to adorn these hallowed pages. Pop the whole lot over to jules.truss@kelseymedia.co.uk and we’ll do the rest. 
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Quotes of the Month
arse end

MATT WATCH 2
So last month we saw our Modest Matt modelling headphones in Dubai. Well, this month 
he’s certainly upped his game appearing in Austria at the Eurovision Song Contest. Pretty 
fookin’ scary eh? That boy certainly gets about.

HOLIDAY SNAPS
Most people take a few sightseeing snaps 
when they’re on tour abroad. But not our Midge 
though, oh no. Forget posing in front of the 
Pyramids, the Coliseum or Sydney Harbour 
Bridge. He’s far too busy looking for a place 
where he doesn’t have to eat that “shitty foreign 
muck”. Citizen of the world and all that. 
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Initial G: “Hey, I’ve just invented a new word for 
fanny, by accident. ‘Cumpit’. How bad is that? 
I meant to say crumpet.”
Midge: “I don’t know what you put in your toaster 
mate, but I won’t be round for breakfast!”

Jules: “Let me see your walrus face!”
Midge: “You mean war face?”
Jules: “I know what I mean.”

FC Phone Hack of the Month
Nick discovers emojis. Uh-oh.

670BHP V8 SUPERCHARGED NISSAN 
A Skyline with a blown V8 y’say? 
This should be pretty damn interesting!
www.fastcar.co.
uk/2015/05/19/670bhp-v8-
supercharged-nissan-skyline 

JAPFEST 2015
It’s a bit like the awesome report you 
saw earlier in the mag. But this time 
the pictures move. Clever stuff! 
www.fastcar.co.uk/2015/05/18/
japfest-2015

KAWASAKI H2R VS BUGATTI VEYRON
The world’s fastest production bike Vs 
one of the world’s fastest production cars. 
What happens next? Well, this…
www.fastcar.co.uk/2015/05/21/
kawasaki-h2r-vs-bugatti-veyron

CHECK OUT MORE ON WWW.FASTCAR.CO.UK

TAKING A SMURFIE
No, we have no idea what the fuck is 
going on here either. But it does prove 
that if you leave your phone on the table 
in the pub with the FC crew, they are 
duty bound to go through your photos. 
Midge, you should really know better 
by now mate!



RACKED-UP
Who says modified cars aren’t 
practical eh? Not Glenda. 
Apparently his bagged A6 is 
“just perfect” for moving house. 
(You mean moving HIS house 
– Jules). Nice work!

SAFETY FIRST
Well you certainly don’t get this 
kind of wholesome advice in a 
hotel everyday. Especially not in 
a travel Lodge on the way to 
Northampton. Better safe than 
sorry, we guess. 
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NO STEERING RALLY
What a hero. Check this guy – he loses his 
steering wheel but still carries on driving.  
A ruddy legend!
www.fastcar.co.uk/2015/05/12/
rally-driver-drives-without-steering-wheel

Stubby 10mm
You know when you need to disconnect a battery on the side of the road or undo  
an obscure little bolt. Weird how you’ve never got your tool kit on you eh? 

If you don’t want to leave an entire set of spanners in you car all the time try just 
keeping a stubby 10 or 12mm on you car keys. Trust me, you’ll be surprised just how 
many times it’ll get you out of trouble.

Even if you never use it you can sleep soundly knowing it’s there. At the very least 
it’ll make you look a bit more Andy McNab than that One Direction keyring.

PRESS RELEASES WE REALLY 
DON’T CARE ABOUT THIS MONTH…

Hacks, tips and all round useful bits!

Midge’s 

DIY TIPS

Royalty was joined by a 
number of special 
guests, including Amber 
Le Bon and Yasmin Mills 
at the British round of 
Maserati’s International 
Polo Tour. The 
action-packed match 
was held at one of 
Britain’s oldest and 
most prestigious 
venues; Cirencester 
Park Polo Club.
Yep, you definitely sent 
this to the right mag. We 
love a bit of posh, us.
Boughton Engineering, 
Britain’s longest 
established 
manufacturer of skip 
loaders and hook 
loaders, has appointed 
well-known industry 
figure, Matt Buckley  
as its new Service & 
Parts Manager, based  
at Wolverhampton. 
Nice one Matt. We’ll  
be in touch next time 
we need a skip.
A High Court dispute 
between Ernst Hrabalek 
and his son Chris, over 
the ownership of a 
collection of four Lancia 
Stratos cars, went to 

trial in London in 
February this year and 
the decision has been 
handed down by the 
High Court today .
I tried to sue my dad  
for his Razzle collection 
once… in the days 
before broadband  
of course.
Land Rover has today 
revealed the Rugby 
World Cup 2015 
Defender, a modified 
110 Station Wagon 
created to transport the 
Webb Ellis Cup on the 
100-day Rugby World 
Cup Trophy Tour across 
the UK and Ireland, 
delivered by England 
Rugby 2015.
Blimey, how big is this 
trophy if you can’t use  
a normal Land Rover?
The Nissan LEAF that 
sparked an electric taxi 
revolution in Cornwall 
has clocked up its 
100,000th mile without 
losing a single bar  
of battery life.
This is huge. Cornwall 
has electricity? Why 
were we not informed?
Letting the kids put their 
tunes on during family 
car journeys may be a 
sure-fire way of keeping 
them entertained, but 

it’s also leaving up to 
three quarters of the 
nation’s dads with a 
penchant for acts 
including Pharrell 
Williams, Lady Gaga, 
One Direction and Idina 
Menzel, new research 
reveals today.
That’s the disadvantage 
of having kids. Or rear 
seats for that matter.
The Freight Transport 
Association’s Safety in 
Logistics conference is 
only a few weeks away, 
and delegates are being 
urged to book their 
place now to avoid 
disappointment.
Shit. We’d better get  
on that right now!

The BVRLA is pleased  
to announce Simon 
Oliphant as the new 
chairman of the 
association. He takes 
over from Marshall 
Leasing’s Peter 
Cakebread, who  
has stepped down  
after completing his 
two-year term.
Er, well done Simon.  
We guess.

LOWRIDER OFF-ROAD
A Monte lowrider hitting the dirt – you simply 
have to see this! Proper ker-azy shizzle.  
Also dusty.
www.fastcar.co.uk/2015/05/06/
off-roading-a-lowrider-monte-carlo

NEW BINS
It didn’t take us young (ish – Jules) 
fellas to work out why all the new 
glasses our G tried on this week 
were still “a bit blurry with a blind 
spot”. Is it simply old age, or the 
fact he didn’t realise the price 
labels we’re still on ’em? Most 
likely a bit of both. 

TATS OOT
According to our G he has a 
massive Final Fantasy tattoo and 
the only way to fully appreciate it 
is by him getting his kit off over 
FaceTime. Sorry mate, but that’s  
a fantasy we can all do without!



Next Month in Fast Car* we turn back time for…
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RETRO RIDES: 
The World’s Best E30

LeCar 200bhp R5
Mint Mk2 Golf

Pristine Porker 964

BONUS FEATURE:
INVESTMENT ICONS

We look into our crystal ball and 
predict the cars you should buy 
today so you can sell them for a 

profi t tomorrow

FEATURE CARS:
US Evo X 

Sexy SEAT
Epic EP

SHOWS:
THE NATIONALS

We hit the mahoosive show 
they used to call Mod Nats

FCS
We say Bonjour and très bien

to the French Car Show

PLUS:
Product tests, Fast Projects, Tech 

guides and loads more too
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